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HEALTH AND SOCIAL-
EMOTIONAL LEARNING - PG 36

4 Titles in Series 

BLACK HISTORY - PG 27

6 Titles in Series 

4 Titles 
in Series 

SCIENCE - PG 32

4 Titles 
in Series 

FICTION - PG 25

4 Titles 
in Series 

HIGH INTEREST - PG 26
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SPANISH FICTION - PG 24

(Bear with Me)

CULTURE AND COMMUNITIES - PG 28

4 Titles in Series 

4 Titles in Series 

SCIENCE - PG 33

SCIENCE - PG 31

SCIENCE - PG 34

6 Titles in Series 

MATHEMATICS - PG 35

4 Titles in Series 

CRABTREE ROOTS

6 Titles in Series 

4 Titles in Series 

6 Titles in Series 

Farm Animal Friends

Seasons in a Year

My Favorite Color

PG 4

PG 5

PG 6

CRABTREE SEEDLINGS

11 Titles in Series 

5 Titles in Series 

8 Titles in Series 

My First  
Science Books

My First  
Science Words

Early Learning  
Concepts

PG 7

PG 8

PG 9

10 Titles in Series 

18 Titles in Series 

In My Community

Little Stars

PG 10

PG 12

11 Titles in Series 
I Read-n-RhymePG 11

SPANISH CRABTREE ROOTS

6 Titles in Series 

4 Titles in Series 

6 Titles in Series 

Animales de  
granja amistosos
(Farm Animal Friends)

Las estaciones del año
(Seasons in a Year)

Mi color favorito
(My Favorite Color)

PG 14

PG 15

PG 16

(Crabtree Roots)

SPANISH CRABTREE SEEDLINGS

11 Titles in Series 

8 Titles in Series 

10 Titles in Series 

Mis primeros libros de ciencia
(My First Science Books)

Primeros conceptos
(Early Learning Concepts)

En mi comunidad
(In My Community)

PG 17

PG 19

PG 20

11 Titles in Series 

18 Titles in Series 

Leo y rimo
(I Read-n-Rhyme)

Pequeñas Estrellas
(Little Stars)

PG 21

PG 22

5 Titles in Series 
Mis primeras palabras científicas

(My First Science Words)
PG 18

6 Titles in Series 

CULTURE AND COMMUNITIES - PG 29

4 Titles in Series 

CULTURE AND COMMUNITIES - PG 30

10 REVISED 
TITLES IN SERIES!

4 Titles in Series 

6 Titles in Series 

HEALTH AND SOCIAL-
EMOTIONAL LEARNING - PG 37
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From Cows

Farm Animal Friends

CRABTREE
PUBLISHING COMPANY

w w w . c r a b t r e e b o o k s . c o m

US LIST PB

Specifications:

Ages 4-6 

16 pages, 6 x 8”, full color

$7.50 PAP
This series introduces early readers 

to animals and life on a farm. 

Simple sentences describe large, 

engaging pictures.

Chickens by Amy Culliford

Early readers are introduced to chickens and life on a farm. 

Simple sentences accompany engaging pictures.

ISBN 978-1-4271-3245-1 PAP 

Cows by Amy Culliford

Early readers are introduced to cows and life on a farm. 

Simple sentences accompany engaging pictures.

ISBN 978-1-4271-3246-8 PAP 

Goats by Amy Culliford

Early readers are introduced to goats and life on a farm. 

Simple sentences accompany engaging pictures.

ISBN 978-1-4271-3247-5 PAP 

Horses by Amy Culliford

Early readers are introduced to horses and life on a farm. 

Simple sentences accompany engaging pictures.

ISBN 978-1-4271-3248-2 PAP 

Pigs by Amy Culliford

Early readers are introduced to pigs and life on a farm. Simple 

sentences accompany engaging pictures.

ISBN 978-1-4271-3249-9 PAP 

Sheep by Amy Culliford

Early readers are introduced to sheep and life on a farm. 

Simple sentences accompany engaging pictures.

ISBN 978-1-4271-3250-5 PAP 

Also Available in

Spanish From I Care About Animals
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Looking
 after pets  

Differen
t pets nee

d different t
hings. If yo

ur family 

has a 
pet, you 

will all nee
d to learn w

hat your 

pet nee
ds. You

r pet needs the righ
t kind of food and 

place to
 sleep. Some pets need to have exe

rcise. 

Some pets nee
d to be kept safe fro

m other animals.

Place the pets

Rabbits don’t live in 

tanks! Can you put 

these pets back in 

their correct hom
es?

If you meet someone else
’s pet, chec

k with  

the owner before you 
touch it. 

Ask how  

and where you c
an stroke the pet.CRABTREE

PUBLISHING COMPANY
w w w . c r a b t r e e b o o k s . c o m

US LIST PB

Specifications:

Ages 6-9 
32 pages, 9 x 9”, full color

$9.95 PAP

This bright, illustrated series helps young children take 
their first steps in exploring their wider world. Each 
engaging book features exercises to help promote a 
caring attitude, confidence, and self-esteem, and gives 
readers a way to discuss their emotions. 

I Care About Animals by Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton

This beautiful guide to caring about animals helps children understand why 
animals are important, how littering is harmful to animals, what a habitat is, 
why some animals are endangered, and much more!

ISBN 978-1-4271-2895-9 PAP 

I Care About My Body by Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton

This helpful guide to caring for your body helps children understand when and 
how to wash your hands, how to care for your teeth, why a good night’s sleep 
is important, what to do when you feel sick, and much more!

ISBN 978-1-4271-2896-6 PAP 

I Care About My Family by Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton

This important guide to caring for your family helps children understand what to 
do when we feel cross with our family, what a family tree is, how a family cares 
for one other, why families change sometimes, and much more!

ISBN 978-1-4271-2897-3 PAP 

I Care About My Friends by Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton

This engaging, illustrated book helps children understand how to make friends, 
how to care for friendships, what bullying is and what to do about it, what 
happens when friendships change, and much more!

ISBN 978-1-4271-2898-0 PAP 

I Care About My Growing Brain by Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton

This informative guide to helping your brain learn helps children understand why 
your brain is always changing, how to make the most of what you are already 
good at, why it’s okay to make mistakes, how being positive is good for you, and 
much more!

ISBN 978-1-4271-2899-7 PAP 

I Care About My Planet by Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton

This important guide to caring for the planet helps children understand why we 
shouldn’t waste water, what to do with your litter, how walking is better than 
driving, why trees are amazing, and much more!

ISBN 978-1-4271-2900-0 PAP 

From If I Was A Pirate

11
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PIRATE

. . . if I was a

US LIST PB

CRABTREEPUBLISHING COMPANYw w w . c r a b t r e e b o o k s . c o m

Specifications:
Ages 5-9 

32 pages, 8 x 8”, full color
$9.95 PAP

If I Was A Dragon  by Margaret Salter
Living by the sea and playing with seagulls makes Kari dream of flying. 
Sometimes she imagines what it would be like to be a dragon with scales 
as blue as the sea. She’d fly, she’d breathe fire and water (at the same 
time!), and she’d protect her town from monsters. ISBN 978-1-4271-2945-1 PAP 

If I Was An Octopus by Margaret Salter
A new baby will be joining the family soon so Carter tries to help his parents 
doing jobs around the house. He imagines being an octopus with many 
arms so he could help everyone do all kinds of amazing jobs, from washing 
windows to a puppet show.
ISBN 978-1-4271-2946-8 PAP 

If I Was A Pirate  by Margaret Salter
Evelyn is a young girl in a wheelchair, who loves reading adventure stories. 
She imagines what it would be like to be a pirate captain. With her own ship, 
crew, and rules, she could sail anywhere in the world and have all kinds of 
adventures. 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2947-5 PAP 

If I Was A Rock Star by Margaret Salter
Stefan feels that music is the most important thing in life, even though 
his dads don’t agree on his KIND of music. He imagines the kind of life he 
would have if he was a rock star—the fans, the concerts, the fancy car, and 
amazing stage outfits! 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2948-2 PAP 

These beautifully illustrated stories celebrate children’s imaginations. Sensitively written and featuring a diverse set of characters, bright, bold illustrations show children using their imaginations to live out their wildest dreams.
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6 Titles in Series

This series introduces early readers to animals and life on a farm. 
Simple sentences describe large, engaging pictures.

From Goats

Pigs
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3249-9 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to pigs 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Horses
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3248-2 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
horses and life on a farm. Simple 
sentences accompany engaging 
pictures.

Cows
Author - Amy Culliford 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3246-8 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
cows and life on a farm. Simple 
sentences accompany engaging 
pictures.

Chickens
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3245-1 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
chickens and life on a farm. Simple 
sentences accompany engaging 
pictures.

Sheep
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3250-5 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to sheep 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Goats
Author - Amy Culliford 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3247-5 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
goats and life on a farm. Simple 
sentences accompany engaging 
pictures.

For readers ages 4-6 
6 x 8”, 16 pages

Approx. 16 full-color photos 
US $7.50  CAN $8.50
Publication: January 2021

Farm Animal Friends

Also Available in

Spanish
see page 14
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4 NEW Titles

This series introduces early 
readers to the seasons in a 
year. Simple sentences and 
engaging pictures show 
what each season is like.

Summer
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3271-0 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to the 
summer season. Simple sentences 
and bright pictures feature 
summertime activities.

Spring
Author - Amy Culliford 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3270-3 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to the 
spring season. Simple sentences and 
engaging pictures bring the season 
of new growth alive.

Fall
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3269-7 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to the fall 
season. Colorful pictures and simple 
sentences make fall come alive.

From Spring

I  see  red  flowers.  

6
7

For readers ages 4-6
6 x 8”, 16 pages

Approx. 16 full-color photos
US $7.50  CAN $8.50
Publication: January 2021

Winter
Author - Amy Culliford 

ISBN  978-1-4271-3272-7 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to the 
winter season. Simple sentences and 
engaging pictures help describe what 
happens in winter.

Seasons in a Year

Also Available in

Spanish
See page 15
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6 Titles in Series

This series introduces early readers to colors. Simple sentences 
help children to relate colors to pictures of familiar objects.

From Blue

What  do  you  see  that  
is  blue?

13

12

Red
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3261-1 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color red. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Purple
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3260-4 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color purple. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Green
Author - Amy Culliford 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3258-1 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color green. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Blue
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3257-4 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color blue. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Yellow
Author - Amy Culliford

ISBN 978-1-4271-3262-8 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color yellow. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Orange
Author - Amy Culliford 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3259-8 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to the 
color orange. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

For readers ages 4-6 
6 x 8”, 16 pages

Approx. 16 full-color photos 
US $7.50  CAN $8.50
Publication: January 2021

My Favorite Color
Also Available in

Spanish
See page 16
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Land Habitats
Author - Alan Walker

ISBN 978-1-4271-3037-2  
Paperback

A habitat is the natural 
place where a plant or 
animal lives. This book 
helps children explore the 
different kinds of habitats 
that are home to animals 
on our planet.

Food Chain in a Desert
Author - Alan Walker 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3032-7 Paperback
An ecosystem is a community 
of living and non-living things 
connected to one another where 
they live. Desert ecosystems have 
very little water, but they are 
home to many plants and animals. 
Young children are introduced to 
one desert food chain and are 
encouraged to learn more and 
draw a food chain of their own.

Light! It Helps Us See
Author - Alan Walker 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3039-6 
Paperback

This low-level book describes 
what light is and how objects 
can only be seen with light 
shining on them or from them. 
Simple explanations describe 
which materials light can shine 
through, what causes shadows, 
and what happens when you 
shine light on a mirror.

I Can Change Matter
Author - Francis Spencer
ISBN 978-1-4271-3034-1 

Paperback
In this simple explanation 
of matter, children explore 
their world as they touch, 
taste, and change objects 
that surround them.

My Science Tools
Author - Julie K. Lundgren 
ISBN 978-1-4271-3040-2 

Paperback
This book takes a first 
look at the tools young 
scientists can use to 
explore the world 
around them.

I Hear Sound
Author - Francis Spencer
ISBN 978-1-4271-3035-8

Paperback
Hearing is one of our five 
senses. Sound helps us 
identify things around us 
and helps us learn. Learn 
how sound travels in 
waves and how we hear 
different pitches of sound.

What Is a Shark?
Author - Dominic Carter 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3041-9 
Paperback

Sharks swim the ocean 
looking for food. But just 
what makes a shark, a 
shark? This book explains 
to children the important 
science concept that 
different kinds of fish can 
have different body parts.

Will It Float?
Author - Alan Walker 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3042-6 
Paperback

This book explains in 
a simple way how air 
allows some objects to 
float—even enormous 
objects, such as ships!

I See Light
Author - Francis Spencer
ISBN 978-1-4271-3036-5 

Paperback
Seeing is one of our five 
senses and we need light 
to see the world around 
us. This book explains in 
simple terms how light 
shines on objects allowing 
our eyes to see and send 
messages to our brain.

Learning with Models
Author - Miranda Kelly

ISBN 978-1-4271-3038-9 
Paperback

Children may not 
realize it, but they use 
models everyday. This 
book shows children 
how models represent 
things to help humans 
understand them better.

Food Chain in a Forest
Author - Alan Walker

ISBN 978-1-4271-3033-4 
Paperback

Young readers are 
introduced to some of the 
plants and animals in a 
forest ecosystem. Children 
are encouraged to learn 
more about food chains in 
a forest and to draw a food 
chain of their own.

11 Titles in Series

This engaging series is a first introduction to science 
for young children. Simple text, large appealing 
photos and diagrams, and a picture glossary wth 
phonetic spelling clearly explain science concepts.  
A quiz at the end of each book lets readers test  
their comprehension of what they have read.

For readers ages 5-7
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos  
and illustrations

US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

My First Science Books
Also Available in

Spanish
See page 17
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5 Titles in Series

Get a head start in science! All beginning readers should practice their 
nonfiction vocabulary skills. This simple, visual series of word books 
builds on science vocabulary. Ideal for emergent and early readers, each 
book features eight science words along with phonetic spelling. Each 
word is accompanied by one large, clear image that shows the reader 
what the word represents.

From Plant Words

seeds
(SEEDZ)

4

5

Weather Words
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3052-5 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about the science of weather. Extremely 
helpful for elementary science 
preparation, eight words combine with 
a visual depiction so readers can see 
what the word means.

Space Words
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3051-8 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about space science. Extremely helpful 
for elementary science preparation, 
eight words combine with a visual 
depiction so readers can see what  
the word means.

Matter Words
Author - Taylor Farley 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3049-5 Paperback
This book builds beginning 
vocabulary about the science 
of matter. Extremely helpful for 
elementary science preparation, 
eight words combine with a visual 
depiction so readers can see what 
the word means.

Earth Words
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3048-8 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about Earth science. Extremely helpful 
for elementary science preparation, 
eight words combine with a visual 
depiction so readers can see what  
the word means.

Plant Words
Author - Taylor Farley 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3050-1 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about plant science. Extremely helpful 
for elementary science preparation, 
eight words combine with a visual 
depiction so readers can see what  
the word means.

For readers ages 4-6 
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos 
and illustrations

US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: January 2021

My First Science Words

Also Available in

Spanish
See page 18
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How Many? Counting to 5
Author - Miranda Kelly

ISBN 978-1-4271-2851-5  
Paperback

To learn about the concept of 
quantity, children first learn to  
count in this simple, fun book.

What Is in My Art Box?
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2855-3 
Paperback

Colorful photos and basic words 
help describe for very young 
readers items they might find  
in their own art boxes.

Left and Right
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2852-2 
Paperback

Large, colorful photographs  
help first readers learn about  
the concept of simple directions.

What Shape Am I?
Author - Miranda Kelly

ISBN 978-1-4271-2856-0 
Paperback

First readers will begin to learn 
and identify shapes, which are 
the building blocks for learning 
math.

Playground Shapes
Author - Sebastian Stratford
ISBN 978-1-4271-2853-9 

Paperback
Building on skills they learned as 
beginners, this simple, colorful 
book describes for young readers 
shapes found on a playground—
important concepts moving 
forward in elementary math.

Which Is Biggest?
Author - Miranda Kelly

ISBN 978-1-4271-2857-7 Paperback
Early Childhood standards require 
that small children understand that 
things are different sizes. Simple 
text and colorful photos help young 
children compare objects and 
determine which ones are bigger.

What Are Opposites?
Author - Miranda Kelly

ISBN 978-1-4271-2854-6 
Paperback

Young readers will enjoy this 
simple book with colorful photos 
that describes the basic concept of 
opposites such as happy and sad, 
hot and cold, and day and night.

Which Is Longest?
Author - Alan Walker

ISBN 978-1-4271-2858-4 Paperback
Early Childhood standards require 
that small children understand that 
things are different lengths. Simple 
text and colorful photos help young 
children compare objects and 
determine which ones are longer.

8 Titles in Series

This very simple series helps introduce young 
children to concepts in early learning in a 
clear, attractive way. Large, colorful photos 
accompany text that is repeated throughout 
each book to help build vocabulary and 
support comprehension.

From Playground Shapes

So  many  triangles.

triangle
10

11

For readers ages 4-6
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: January 2021

Early Learning Concepts

Also Available in

Spanish
See page 19
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My Local 
Hospital

Author - Alan Walker
ISBN 978-1-4271-2967-3  

Paperback
This simple book introduces 
children to this important 
building in a community  
and shows what is inside  
a hospital.

Playground 
Kindness

Author - Miranda Kelly
ISBN 978-1-4271-2969-7 

Paperback
This relatable book helps 
young children understand 
how we learn kindness by 
taking turns, sharing, and 
caring about our friends.

Hometown Fire 
Department

Author - Buffy Silverman
ISBN 978-1-4271-2964-2 

Paperback
This engaging book 
for young children is 
about the important part 
firefighters play in our 
local community.

My Town Helpers
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2968-0 
Paperback

This low-level book introduces 
young children to different 
jobs and services within a 
community.

When I Go  
to the Beach

Author - Miranda Kelly
ISBN 978-1-4271-2970-3 

Paperback
What do you find when 
you visit the beach? In 
this simple exploration of 
surroundings, children will 
find sand, seashells, salt 
water, waves, and more.

Hometown Police
Author - Alan Walker

ISBN 978-1-4271-2965-9
Paperback

This important book for 
young children is about 
the part police officers play 
in the safety of our local 
community.

When I Go to  
the Grocery Store

Author - Alan Walker
ISBN 978-1-4271-2971-0 

Paperback
Where does the food in our 
kitchen come from? Children 
will learn that we have to 
go to the grocery store to 
buy food and that food 
costs money.

When I Go to the 
Zoo, What Do I See?

Author - Miranda Kelly
ISBN 978-1-4271-2972-7 

Paperback
Children love animals and will 
enjoy exploring at the zoo as 
they flip through the pages of 
this easy-to-read book.

My Home  
in the City

Author - Miranda Kelly
ISBN 978-1-4271-2966-6 

Paperback
The city can be a busy, 
crowded place. But that 
means there is plenty of 
interesting things to do 
when you live in a city.

At the Pond
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2963-5 
Paperback

Not all children have access 
to a pond. A very low-level 
reader for exploring and 
understanding what makes 
a pond.

10 Titles in Series

This engaging series is a first introduction for young children to the 
people, workers, and places that make up a community. Each book 
contains simple text, large appealing photos, an index, and a picture 
glossary with phonetic spelling to support word meanings.

For readers ages 4-6
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

In My Community

Also Available in

Spanish
See page 20
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I’ve Never Met an  
Alien I Didn’t Like
Author - Craig Lopetz

ISBN 978-1-4271-2935-2  
Paperback

If you’ve never met an alien, 
you are in for a treat! The 
aliens in this rhyming book 
are quirky, funny, and they 
like our cars! Sadly, they 
couldn’t stay on Earth.  
Find out why.

Captain Blarney: The Pirates’ 
Battle for Bedtime

Author - Sebastian Smith
ISBN 978-1-4271-2930-7 

Paperback
An epic adventure takes the 
young reader through a rhyming 
trip across the sea. The goal—
to finally get some sleep!

It’s Halloween!  
What Will We Be?

Author - Sebastian Smith
ISBN 978-1-4271-2937-6 

Paperback
Halloween is exciting for 
many reasons, but the best 
reason is—you get to dress 
up! In this colorful, illustrated 
rhyming book, the characters 
run through a long list of all 
the things they could be for 
Halloween.

How Do You Find  
a Bug on a Branch? 

Author - Sebastian Smith
ISBN 978-1-4271-2932-1 

Paperback
We’re going on a bug 
hunt! This colorfully 
illustrated rhyming book 
takes young readers on  
a quest to find bugs

Muttlee: The Best  
Dog in the World!
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2938-3 
Paperback

This cute, fun read for 
beginning readers tells 
the story of how a funny-
looking dog from the 
pound became the best 
dog in the world.

I’ve Never Met a 
Dragon I Didn’t Like
Author - Sebastian Smith
ISBN 978-1-4271-2933-8

Paperback
Dragons have gotten a bad 
rap in stories! But dragons 
have problems just like we 
do! Find out what worries 
a dragon and why you 
shouldn’t take a dragon to 
Show and Tell.

Spooky Soup: A Creepy 
Counting Backwards Book

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-2939-0 

Paperback
Help Witchella remember 
the creepy, gross, wriggling 
ingredients she uses for 
her Spooky Soup. Put all 
the disgusting ingredients 
together and you have . . .  
a really fun song, not a  
tasty soup.

I’ve Never Met a 
Monster I Didn’t Like
Author - Sebastian Smith
ISBN 978-1-4271-2934-5 

Paperback
There’s nothing like a good 
monster bedtime story to 
give you the warm fuzzies! 
Discover all kinds of 
loveable monsters living in 
the pages of this vibrant, 
colorful rhyming book.

I’ve Never Met a 
Robot I Didn’t Like
Author - Craig Lopetz

ISBN 978-1-4271-2936-9 
Paperback

Who wouldn’t like a 
robot for a friend? They’re 
strong, helpful, and want 
to be like us (with a few 
crazy differences!) See 
if you’d like any of the 
robots in this fun rhyming 
book as a friend.

Haunted Mansions:  
A Terribly Creepy Tale

Author - Craig Lopetz
ISBN 978-1-4271-2931-4 

Paperback
If you like haunted houses 
then this rhyming fiction 
story about haunted 
mansions is for you. Great 
for beginning readers who 
may require some reading 
support and, of course, a 
hand to hold.

The Night of Scares!:  
A Terribly Creepy Tale
Author - Sebastian Smith 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2940-6 

Paperback
Have you ever been in 
your house and heard 
strange noises? What kind 
of scary things did your 
imagination think they 
were? Here’s a creepy  
tale to remind you!

11 Titles in Series

Make every kid a reader—even the reluctant ones! This collection 
of low-level illustrated readers has something for everyone. Some 
books are wacky, some are scary, and some are just plain cute!

For readers ages 4-8
8 x 8”, 24, 28 pages

Approx. 24-28 full-color photos  
and illustrations

US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: January 2021

I Read-n-RhymeAlso Available in

Spanish
see page 21
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Little Stars Fishing
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2995-6  
Paperback

If you are a beginning reader 
AND a beginning angler, this 
book will have you hooked! 
Great photos and simple text 
describe fishing equipment, 
bait, and what happens when 
you feel a tug on the line!

Little Stars 
Gymnastics

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-2997-0 

Paperback
If you think you might 
like gymnastics, this book 
describes the clothing, 
equipment, and some 
basic moves you might 
learn in gymnastics class.

Little Stars 
Baseball

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-2992-5 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
baseball, this book covers 
the basics on equipment, 
rules, and skills for young 
baseball stars.

Little Stars Hockey
Author - Buffy Silverman

ISBN 978-1-4271-2998-7 
Paperback

If you think you might like ice 
hockey, this book covers the 
basics of equipment, rules, 
and beginner hockey skills.

Little Stars BMX 
Bikes

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-2993-2

Paperback
If you think you might like 
extreme sports, this book 
covers the basics along 
with the beginner skills  
for riding BMX bikes.

Little Stars Ice 
Skating

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-2999-4 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
skating, this book covers 
the basics on clothing, 
rules, and beginner skills 
for skating on ice

Little Stars 
Camping

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-2994-9 

Paperback
If you and your family like the 
outdoors, you’ll love reading 
about the cool things you can 
do when you eat and sleep 
outside under the stars.

Little Stars Golf
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2996-3 
Paperback

Calling all beginning 
readers and golfers! This 
book will teach you all 
the basics about the golf 
course, equipment, and 
different strokes. Full-color 
photographs help readers 
fully understand the text.

Little Stars Ballet
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-2991-8 
Paperback

If you think you might like 
ballet, this book covers 
the basics on clothing, 
rules, and skills for 
beginner ballet stars.

18 Titles in Series

If you like to dance, play sports, or just stay fit and healthy, get 
moving with a Little Stars book! High-quality photos and illustrations 
help children understand what they are reading in each high-interest 
nonfiction title. Each title includes an index and picture glossary with 
phonetic spelling to support word meanings.

For readers ages5-7
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: January 2021

Little Stars

Also Available in

Spanish
see page 22
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Little Stars 
Snowboarding

Author - Buffy Silverman
ISBN 978-1-4271-3004-4  

Paperback
If you think you might 
like snowboarding, this 
book covers the basics of 
clothing, rules, and the 
beginner skills useful to 
know for snowboarding.

Little Stars 
Swimming

Author - Taylor Farley
ISBN 978-1-4271-3006-8 

Paperback
If you think you might 
like swimming, this book 
covers some basics skills 
and equipment for the 
beginner swimmer.

Little Stars Rodeo
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3001-3 
Paperback

Hold on tight and flip 
through pages of bull 
riding, barrel racing, 
mutton bustin’, and more! 
Learn about rodeo clowns 
and what gear keeps you 
safe in the rodeo arena.

Little Stars Taekwondo
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3007-5 
Paperback

Taekwondo may be the most 
popular martial arts practiced by 
very young kids. This book covers 
information on the uniforms, 
safety equipment, and what to 
expect in a taekwondo class.

Little Stars 
Skateboarding
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3002-0
Paperback

You’ve watched the older 
kids do it, now it’s your 
turn! Learn the basics of 
skateboarding along with 
the beginner skills you need 
to become a shredder.

Little Stars Yoga
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3008-2 
Paperback

If you think you might like 
yoga, this book describes 
and demonstrates some 
basic yoga poses.

Little Stars 
Paintball

Author - Taylor Farley 
ISBN 978-1-4271-3000-6 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
paintball, this book covers 
the basics of equipment, 
rules, and tips for young 
paintballers.

Little Stars Skiing
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3003-7 
Paperback

If you think you might like 
tearing it up on skis with 
big air and wide turns, this 
book covers the basics on 
clothing, rules, and the 
beginner skills useful to 
know for skiing.

Little Stars Soccer
Author - Taylor Farley

ISBN 978-1-4271-3005-1 
Paperback

If you think you might like 
soccer, this book covers the 
basics on clothing, rules, 
and the beginner skills 
useful to know for soccer.

From Little Stars Soccer

We  kick,  dribble,  and 
pass  the  ball.

14
15
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6 Titles in Series

This series introduces early readers to animals and life on a farm. 
Simple sentences describe large, engaging pictures.

From Cerdos (Pigs)

Cerdos 
(Pigs)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3283-3 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to pigs 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Caballos 
(Horses)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3282-6 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to horses 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Vacas  
(Cows)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3280-2 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to cows 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Gallinas 
(Chickens)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3279-6 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to chickens 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Ovejas 
(Sheep)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3284-0 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to sheep 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Cabras 
(Goats)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3281-9 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to goats 
and life on a farm. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

For readers ages 4-6 
6 x 8”, 16 pages

Approx. 16 full-color photos 
and illustrations

US $7.50  CAN $8.50
Publication: January 2021

(Crabtree Roots - Farm Animal Friends)
Animales de granja amistosos 

Also Available in

English
see page 4
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4 Titles in Series

This series introduces early readers to 
the seasons in a year. Simple sentences 
and engaging pictures show what each 
season is like.

Verano 
(Summer)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3305-2 
Paperback

Early readers are introduced 
to the summer season. Simple 
sentences and bright pictures 
feature summertime activities.

Primavera 
(Spring)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3304-5 
Paperback

Early readers are introduced 
to the spring season. Simple 
sentences and engaging 
pictures bring the season  
of new growth alive.

Otoño 
(Fall)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3303-8 
Paperback

Early readers are introduced 
to the fall season. Colorful 
pictures and simple sentences 
make fall come alive.

From Primavera (Spring)

For readers ages 4-6
6 x 8”, 16 pages

Approx. 16 full-color photos
US $7.50  CAN $8.50
Publication: January 2021

Invierno 
(Winter)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3306-9 
Paperback

Early readers are introduced 
to the winter season. Simple 
sentences and engaging 
pictures help describe what 
happens in winter.

Las estaciones  
del año 

Crabtree Roots
Seasons in a Year(            )

Also Available in

English
see page 5
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6 Titles in Series

This series introduces early readers to colors. 
Simple sentences help children to relate 
colors to pictures of familiar objects.

From Verde (Green)

Rojo 
(Red)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3295-6 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color red. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Morado  
(Purple)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3294-9 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color purple. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Verde  
(Green)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3292-5 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color green. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Azul  
(Blue)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3291-8 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color blue. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Amarillo 
(Yellow)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3296-3 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to 
the color yellow. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

Naranja  
(Orange)

Author - Amy Culliford,  
Santiago Ochoa 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3293-2 Paperback
Early readers are introduced to the 
color orange. Simple sentences 
accompany engaging pictures.

For readers ages 4-6 
6 x 8”, 16 pages

Approx. 16 full-color photos 
US $6.75  CAN $8.50
Publication: January 2021

Mi color favorito  
Crabtree Roots
My Favorite Color

Also Available in

English
see page 6

(            )
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Hábitats terrestres 
(Land Habitats)

Author - Alan Walker,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3225-3  
Paperback

A habitat is the natural 
place where a plant or 
animal lives. This book 
helps children explore the 
different kinds of habitats 
that are home to animals 
on our planet.

La cadena alimenticia  
de un desierto  

(Food Chain in a Desert)
Author - Alan Walker,  

Pablo de la Vega 
ISBN 978-1-4271-3220-8 Paperback

An ecosystem is a community of living and 
non-living things connected to one another 
where they live. Desert ecosystems have 
very little water, but they are home to  
many plants and animals. Young children 
are introduced to one desert food chain  
and are encouraged to learn more and 
draw a food chain of their own.

¡La luz! 
Nos ayuda a ver 

(Light! It Helps Us See)
Author - Alan Walker, Pablo de la Vega 
ISBN 978-1-4271-3227-7 Paperback
This low-level book describes what 
light is and how objects can only 
be seen with light shining on them 
or from them. Simple explanations 
describe which materials light 
can shine through, what causes 
shadows, and what happens  
when you shine light on a mirror.

Puedo modificar  
la materia 

(I Can Change Matter)
Author - Francis  Spencer, 

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3222-2 

Paperback
In this simple explanation 
of matter, children explore 
their world as they touch, 
taste, and change objects 
that surround them.

Mis instrumentos 
científicos 

(My Science Tools)
Author - Julie K. Lundgren, 

Pablo de la Vega 
ISBN 978-1-4271-3228-4 

Paperback
This book takes a first 
look at the tools young 
scientists can use to 
explore the world 
around them.

Escucho el sonido 
(I Hear Sound)

Author - Francis  Spencer,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3223-9
Paperback

Hearing is one of our five 
senses. Sound helps us 
identify things around us 
and helps us learn. Learn 
how sound travels in 
waves and how we hear 
different pitches of sound.

¿Qué es un tiburón? 
(What Is a Shark?)

Author - Dominic Carter,  
Pablo de la Vega 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3229-1 
Paperback

Sharks swim the ocean 
looking for food. But just 
what makes a shark, a shark? 
This book explains to children 
the important science concept 
that different kinds of fish can 
have different body parts.

¿Flotará? 
(Will It Float?)

Author -Alan Walker,  
Pablo de la Vega 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3230-7 
Paperback

This book explains in 
a simple way how air 
allows some objects to 
float—even enormous 
objects, such as ships!

Veo la luz 
(I See Light)

Author - Francis  Spencer,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3224-6 
Paperback

Seeing is one of our five 
senses and we need light to 
see the world around us. This 
book explains in simple terms 
how light shines on objects 
allowing our eyes to see and 
send messages to our brain.

Aprendiendo  
con modelos 

(Learning with Models)
Author - Miranda Kelly,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3226-0 

Paperback
Children may not realize it, 
but they use models everyday. 
This book shows children 
how models represent things 
to help humans understand 
them better.

La cadena alimenticia  
de un bosque 

(Food Chain in a Forest)
Author - Alan Walker,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3221-5 Paperback
Young readers are introduced to 
some of the plants and animals in 
a forest ecosystem. Children are 
encouraged to learn more about 
food chains in a forest and to draw 
a food chain of their own.

This engaging series is a first 
introduction to science for young 
children. Simple text, large appealing 
photos and diagrams, and a picture 
glossary wth phonetic spelling clearly 
explain science concepts. A quiz at 
the end of each book lets readers 
test their comprehension of what 
they have read. 

For readers ages 5-7
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color  
photos and illustrations
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

Mis primeros  
libros de ciencia  

Crabtree’s Seedlings
My First Science Books

Also Available in

English
see page 7

(               )

11 Titles in Series
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5 Titles in Series

Get a head start in science! All beginning readers  
should practice their nonfiction vocabulary skills. This 
simple, visual series of word books builds on science 
vocabulary. Ideal for emergent and early readers, each 
book features eight science words along with phonetic 
spelling. Each word is accompanied by one large, clear 
image that shows the reader what the word represents.

From Palabras para el clima (Weather Words)

Palabras para el clima 
(Weather Words)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3242-0 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about the science of weather. 
Extremely helpful for elementary 
science preparation, eight words 
combine with a visual depiction so 
readers can see what the word means.

Palabras para el espacio 
(Space Words)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3241-3 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about space science. Extremely helpful 
for elementary science preparation, 
eight words combine with a visual 
depiction so readers can see what  
the word means.

Palabras para la materia 
(Matter Words)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3239-0 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about the science of matter. Extremely 
helpful for elementary science preparation, 
eight words combine with a visual depiction 
so readers can see what the word means.

Palabras para la Tierra 
(Earth Words)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3238-3 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about Earth science. Extremely helpful 
for elementary science preparation, eight 
words combine with a visual depiction so 
readers can see what the word means.

Palabras para las plantas 
(Plant Words)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3050-1 Paperback
This book builds beginning vocabulary 
about plant science. Extremely helpful for 
elementary science preparation, eight words 
combine with a visual depiction so readers 
can see what the word means.

For readers ages 4-6 
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos 
and illustrations

US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

Mis primeras 
palabras científicas  

Crabtree’s Seedlings
My First Science Words

Also Available in

English
see page 8

(               )
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¿Cuántos?  
Contando hasta el 5 

(How Many? Counting to 5)
Author - Miranda Kelly,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3085-3 

Paperback
To learn about the concept of 
quantity, children first learn to 
count in this simple, fun book.

¿Qué hay en mi 
estuche de arte? 

(What Is in My Art Box?)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3089-1 Paperback
Colorful photos and basic words 
help describe for very young 
readers items they might find  
in their own art boxes.

Izquierda y derecha 
(Left and Right)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3086-0 
Paperback

Large, colorful photographs 
help first readers learn 
about the concept of simple 
directions.

¿Qué forma tengo?  
(What Shape Am I?)
Author - Miranda Kelly,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3090-7 

Paperback
First readers will begin to 
learn and identify shapes, 
which are the building 
blocks for learning math.

Formas del jardín de juegos 
(Playground Shapes)

Author - Sebastian Stratford,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3087-7 Paperback
Building on skills they learned as 
beginners, this simple, colorful book 
describes for young readers shapes found 
on a playground—important concepts 
moving forward in elementary math.

¿Cuál es más grande?  
(Which Is Biggest?)
Author - Miranda Kelly, 

 Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3091-4 Paperback
Early Childhood standards require 
that small children understand that 
things are different sizes. Simple 
text and colorful photos help young 
children compare objects and 
determine which ones are bigger.

¿Qué son los opuestos? 
(What Are Opposites?)

Author - Miranda Kelly,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3088-4 Paperback
Young readers will enjoy this 
simple book with colorful photos 
that describes the basic concept of 
opposites such as happy and sad, 
hot and cold, and day and night.

¿Cuál es más largo?  
(Which Is Longest?)

Author - Alan Walker,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3092-1 Paperback
Early Childhood standards require 
that small children understand 
that things are different lengths. 
Simple text and colorful photos help 
young children compare objects and 
determine which ones are longer.

8 Titles in Series

This very simple series helps introduce young 
children to concepts in early learning in a clear, 
attractive way. Large, colorful photos accompany 
text that is repeated throughout each book to help 
build vocabulary and support comprehension.

From ¿Cuántos? Contando hasta el 5 (How Many? Counting to 5)

For readers ages 4-6
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

Primeros conceptos  
Crabtree’s Seedlings
Early Learning Concepts

Also Available in

English
see page 9

(               )
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Mi hospital  
(My Local Hospital)

Author - Alan  Walker,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3144-7  
Paperback

This simple book 
introduces children to this 
important building in a 
community and shows 
what is inside a hospital.

Amabilidad  
en el parque 

(Playground Kindness)
Author - Miranda Kelly,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3146-1 

Paperback
This relatable book helps 
young children understand 
how we learn kindness by 
taking turns, sharing, and 
caring about our friends.

El departamento  
de bomberos local 
(Hometown Fire 

Department)
Author - Buffy Silverman, 

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3141-6 

Paperback
This engaging book for 
young children is about the 
important part firefighters 
play in our local community.

Mis ayudantes 
comunitarios 

(My Town Helps)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3145-4 

Paperback
This low-level book introduces 
young children to different 
jobs and services within a 
community.

Cuando voy a la playa 
(When I Go to  

the Beach)
Author - Miranda Kelly,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3147-8 

Paperback
What do you find when 
you visit the beach? In 
this simple exploration of 
surroundings, children will 
find sand, seashells, salt 
water, waves, and more.

Policía local 
(Hometown Police)

Author -Alan Walker,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3142-3
Paperback

This important book for 
young children is about 
the part police officers play 
in the safety of our local 
community.

Cuando voy al 
supermercado 

(When I Go to the 
Grocery Store)

Author - Alan Walker,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3148-5 
Paperback

Where does the food in our 
kitchen come from? Children 
will learn that we have to go to 
the grocery store to buy food 
and that food costs money.

Cuando voy al 
zoológico, ¿qué veo? 

(When I Go to the 
Zoo, What Do I See?)

Author - Miranda Kelly, 
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3149-2 
Paperback

Children love animals and 
will enjoy exploring at the 
zoo as they flip through 
the pages of this easy-to-
read book.

Mi casa en la ciudad 
(My Home in the City)

Author - Miranda Kelly,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3143-0 
Paperback

The city can be a busy, 
crowded place. But that 
means there is plenty of 
interesting things to do 
when you live in a city.

En el estanque  
(At the Pond)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3140-9 
Paperback

Not all children have access 
to a pond. A very low-level 
reader for exploring and 
understanding what makes 
a pond.

10 Titles in Series

This engaging series is a first introduction for young children to the 
people, workers, and places that make up a community. Each book 
contains simple text, large appealing photos, an index, and a picture 
glossary with phonetic spelling to support word meanings.

For readers ages 4-6
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos  
and illustrations

US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

En mi comunidad  
Crabtree Seedlings 

In My Community

Also Available in

English
see page 10

(              )
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Nunca conocí a un 
extraterrestre que  

no fuera encantador 
(I’ve Never Met an  
Alien I Didn’t Like)
Author - Craig Lopetz, 

Santiago Ochoa
ISBN 978-1-4271-3113-3 

Paperback
If you’ve never met an alien, 
you are in for a treat! The aliens 
in this rhyming book are quirky, 
funny, and they like our cars! 
Sadly, they couldn’t stay on 
Earth. Find out why.

El capitán Valderrama:  
la batalla de los piratas  

por irse a la cama  
(Captain Blarney: The  

Pirates’ Battle for Bedtime)
Author - Sebastian Smith, 

Santiago Ochoa
ISBN 978-1-4271-3108-9 Paperback

An epic adventure takes the young 
reader through a rhyming trip across the 
sea. The goal—to finally get some sleep!

¡Es Halloween! 
¿Qué pasará?  

(It’s Halloween!  
What Will We Be?)

Author - Sebastian Smith, 
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3115-7 
Paperback 

Halloween is exciting for many 
reasons, but the best reason 
is—you get to dress up! In this 
colorful, illustrated rhyming book, 
the characters run through a long 
list of all the things they could be 
for Halloween.

¿Cómo encontrar un 
bicho en una rama? 
(How Do You Find a  
Bug on a Branch?)

Author - Sebastian Smith, 
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3110-2 
Paperback

We’re going on a bug hunt!  
This colorfully illustrated 
rhyming book takes young 
readers on a quest to find bugs

Patán. El mejor  
perro del mundo  

(Muttlee: The Best 
Dog in the World!)
Author - Taylor Farley, 

Santiago Ochoa
ISBN 978-1-4271-3116-4 

Paperback
This cute, fun read for 
beginning readers tells the 
story of how a funny-looking 
dog from the pound became 
the best dog in the world.

Nunca conocí a un 
dragón que no me 

gustara  
(I’ve Never Met a  

Dragon I Didn’t Like)
Author - Sebastian Smith, 

Santiago Ochoa
ISBN 978-1-4271-3111-9 

Paperback
Dragons have gotten a bad rap 
in stories! But dragons have 
problems just like we do! Find out 
what worries a dragon and why 
you shouldn’t take a dragon to 
Show and Tell.

Una sopa aterradora.  
Un libro espeluznante 
contando hacia atrás 

 (Spooky Soup: A Creepy  
Counting Backwards Book)

Author - Taylor Farley, 
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3117-1 
Paperback

Help Witchella remember the 
creepy, gross, wriggling ingredients 
she uses for her Spooky Soup. 
Put all the disgusting ingredients 
together and you have . . . a really 
fun song, not a tasty soup.

¡La noche de los  
sustos! Un cuento  
muy escalofriante  

(The Night of Scares!:  
A Terribly Creepy Tale)

Author - Sebastian Smith, 
Santiago Ochoa 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3118-8 
Paperback

Have you ever been in your 
house and heard strange noises? 
What kind of scary things did 
your imagination think they 
were? Here’s a creepy  
tale to remind you!

Nunca conocí a un 
monstruo que no  

me gustara  
(I’ve Never Met a  

Monster I Didn’t Like)
Author - Sebastian Smith, 

Santiago Ochoa
ISBN 978-1-4271-3112-6 

Paperback
There’s nothing like a good 
monster bedtime story to give 
you the warm fuzzies! Discover 
all kinds of loveable monsters 
living in the pages of this vibrant, 
colorful rhyming book.

Nunca conocí a un robot 
que no fuera mi amigo  

(I’ve Never Met a  
Robot I Didn’t Like)
Author - Craig Lopetz, 

Santiago Ochoa
ISBN 978-1-4271-3114-0 

Paperback
Who wouldn’t like a robot for a 
friend? They’re strong, helpful, 
and want to be like us (with a 
few crazy differences!) See if 
you’d like any of the robots in 
this fun rhyming book as a friend.

Mansiones encantadas: 
un cuento muy asustador  

(Haunted Mansions:  
A Terribly Creepy Tale)

Author - Craig Lopetz, 
Santiago Ochoa

ISBN 978-1-4271-3109-6 
Paperback

If you like haunted houses then 
this rhyming fiction story about 
haunted mansions is for you.  
Great for beginning readers who 
may require some reading support 
and, of course, a hand to hold.

11 Titles in Series

Make every kid a reader—
even the reluctant ones! 
This collection of low-level 
illustrated readers has 
something for everyone. 
Some books are wacky, 
some are scary, and  
some are just plain cute!

For readers ages 4-8
8 x 8”, 24, 28 pages

Approx. 24-28 full-color illustrations
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: January 2021

Leo y rimo 
Crabtree Seedlings 

I Read-n-Rhyme

Also Available in

English
see page 11 (              )
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La pesca de las  
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Fishing)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3178-2  

Paperback
If you are a beginning reader 
AND a beginning angler, this 
book will have you hooked! 
Great photos and simple text 
describe fishing equipment, 
bait, and what happens when 
you feel a tug on the line!

La gimnasia de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars Gymnastics)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3180-5 

Paperback
If you think you might 
like gymnastics, this book 
describes the clothing, 
equipment, and some basic 
moves you might learn in 
gymnastics class.

El béisbol de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars Baseball)
Author - Taylor Farley, 

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3175-1 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
baseball, this  book covers 
the basics on equipment, 
rules, and skills for young 
baseball stars.

El hockey de las 
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Hockey)

Author - Buffy  Silverman, 
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3181-2 
Paperback

If you think you might like 
ice hockey, this book covers 
the basics of equipment, 
rules, and beginner hockey 
skills.

Los ciclistas de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars BMX Bikes)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3176-8

Paperback
If you think you might like 
extreme sports, this book 
covers the basics along 
with the beginner skills for 
riding BMX bikes.

El patinaje sobre 
hielo de las pequeñas 

estrellas 
(Little Stars Ice Skating)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3182-9 
Paperback

If you think you might like 
skating, this book covers 
the basics on clothing, 
rules, and beginner skills 
for skating on ice

La acampada de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars Camping)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3177-5 

Paperback
If you and your family like the 
outdoors, you’ll love reading 
about the cool things you can 
do when you eat and sleep 
outside under the stars.

El golf de las pequeñas 
estrellas 

(Little Stars Golf)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3179-9 Paperback
Calling all beginning readers and 
golfers! This book will teach you all 
the basics about the golf course, 
equipment, and different strokes. 
Full-color photographs help readers 
fully understand the text.

El ballet de las 
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Ballet)
Author - Taylor Farley, 

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3174-4 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
ballet, this book covers 
the basics on clothing, 
rules, and skills for 
beginner ballet stars.

18 Titles in Series

If you like to dance, play sports, or just stay fit and healthy, get moving 
with a Little Stars book! High-quality photos and illustrations help 
children understand what they are reading in each high-interest nonfiction 
title. Each title includes an index and picture glossary with phonetic 
spelling to support word meanings.

For readers ages 5-7
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $7.75  CAN $8.75
Publication: February 2021

Pequeñas Estrellas 
Crabtree Seedings 

Little Stars

Also Available in

English
see page 12

(              )
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El surf de nieve de las 
pequeñas estrellas  

(Little Stars 
Snowboarding)

Author - Buffy  Silverman, 
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3187-4  
Paperback

If you think you might 
like snowboarding, this 
book covers the basics of 
clothing, rules, and the 
beginner skills useful to 
know for snowboarding.

La natación de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars Swimming)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3189-8 

Paperback
If you think you might 
like swimming, this book 
covers some basics skills 
and equipment for the 
beginner swimmer.

El rodeo de las 
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Rodeo)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3184-3 

Paperback
Hold on tight and flip through 
pages of bull riding, barrel 
racing, mutton bustin’, and 
more! Learn about rodeo 
clowns and what gear keeps 
you safe in the rodeo arena.

El taekwondo de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars Taekwondo)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3190-4 

Paperback
Taekwondo may be the most 
popular martial arts practiced by 
very young kids. This book covers 
information on the uniforms, 
safety equipment, and what to 
expect in a taekwondo class

El monopatinaje de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars 
Skateboarding)

Author - Taylor Farley,  
Pablo de la Vega

ISBN 978-1-4271-3185-0
Paperback

You’ve watched the older 
kids do it, now it’s your 
turn! Learn the basics of 
skateboarding along with 
the beginner skills you need 
to become a shredder.

El yoga de las 
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Yoga)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3191-1 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
yoga, this book describes 
and demonstrates some 
basic yoga poses.

El paintball de las 
pequeñas estrellas 

(Little Stars Paintball)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega 
ISBN 978-1-4271-3183-6 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
paintball, this book covers 
the basics of equipment, 
rules, and tips for young 
paintballers.

El esquí de las 
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Skiing)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vegay
ISBN 978-1-4271-3186-7 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
tearing it up on skis with 
big air and wide turns, this 
book covers the basics on 
clothing, rules, and the 
beginner skills useful to 
know for skiing.

El fútbol de las 
pequeñas estrellas 
(Little Stars Soccer)
Author - Taylor Farley,  

Pablo de la Vega
ISBN 978-1-4271-3188-1 

Paperback
If you think you might like 
soccer, this book covers the 
basics  on clothing, rules, 
and the beginner skills 
useful to know for soccer.

From El ballet de las pequeñas estrellas (Little Stars Ballet)
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4 Titles in Series

¿Puedo entrar al  
Club de los Osos? 

(Can I Be in the Bear Club?)
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-3069-3 Paperback
Do you have a special place where you 
and your friends hang out, like a club? 
Would you be surprised to find out that 
bears have a club too? Find out what 
bear club members have in common.

¿Dónde está mi hogar? 
(Where Is My Home?)
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-3071-6 Paperback
Where is a bear most comfortable? At 
home, of course! But where is home 
for this polar bear? He’ll recognize it 
when he sees it.

¡No te comas la basura! 
(Don’t Eat the Trash!)
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-3070-9 Paperback
Makwa likes to visit camps where 
people are. Their food is easy to get. 
But what a tummy ache she gets from 
the trash food! Maybe she should go 
back to her old hunting ways.

¿Por qué no puedo dormir? 
(Why Can’t I Sleep?)
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-3072-3 Paperback
Ajun’s book on bears says he should 
be sleeping all through winter. That’s 
funny. He never has before, but he’ll 
give it a try. So why can’t he sleep?

From ¿Dónde está mi hogar?( Where Is My Home?)

Este no es mi hogar.

Hay muchas  

No sé qué podría comer aquí que no me haga daño.

plantas y ruidos extraños.

15

Esta selva es  
caliente y  
húmeda.

14

For readers ages 5-8
8 x 8”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color illustrations
US $9.95  CAN $10.95
Publication: February 2021

(Bear With Me)

This delightful illustrated series 
follows bears as they learn lessons 
about what characteristics bears 
share as well as what makes them 
different from each other. Comic 
illustrations add humor to the funny 
situations the bears find themselves 
in. Each story includes notes for 
parents and an activity at the end.

Also Available in

English
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4 Titles in Series

If I Was A Dragon
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-2945-1 Paperback
Living by the sea and playing with 
seagulls makes Kari dream of flying. 
Sometimes she imagines what it 
would be like to be a dragon with 
scales as blue as the sea. She’d fly, 
she’d breathe fire and water (at the 
same time!), and she’d protect her 
town from monsters.

If I Was A Pirate
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-2947-5 Paperback
Evelyn is a young girl in a wheelchair, 
who loves reading adventure stories. 
She imagines what it would be like 
to be a pirate captain. With her own 
ship, crew, and rules, she could sail 
anywhere in the world and have all 
kinds of adventures.

If I Was An Octopus
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-2946-8 Paperback
A new baby will be joining the 
family soon so Carter tries to help his 
parents doing jobs around the house. 
He imagines being an octopus with 
many arms so he could help everyone 
do all kinds of amazing jobs, from 
washing windows to a puppet show.

If I Was A Rock Star
Author - Margaret Salter

ISBN 978-1-4271-2948-2 Paperback
Stefan feels that music is the most 
important thing in life, even though 
his dads don’t agree on his KIND of 
music. He imagines the kind of life he 
would have if he was a rock star—the 
fans, the concerts, the fancy car, and 
amazing stage outfits!

From If I Was A Pirate

11

10

PIRATE

. . . if I was a

For readers ages 5-9
8 x 8”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color illustrations
US $9.95  CAN $10.95
Publication: February 2021

These beautifully illustrated stories celebrate children’s 
imaginations. Sensitively written and featuring a diverse set 
of characters, bright, bold illustrations show children using 
their imaginations to live out their wildest dreams.
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6 Titles in Series

Packed with facts on popular topics, these 
quiz books are a fun way to challenge 
memory skills. The information is presented 
in a range of interesting ways—timelines, 
info graphics, illustrations, and captions. 
Quiz questions at the end of each section 
test the reader’s memory, understanding, 
and comprehension.

From Go Quiz Yourself on Science

19

Forces

Forces are pushes or pulls. They can make things move, change speed, change shape, and change direction. 

BALANCING FORCES
If two forces of the same size act on an 
object in opposite directions, nothing 
will happen to the object. It will stay still 
or keep moving at the same speed. This 
is because the forces are balanced. 

However, if one force is greater than the 
other, the forces are unbalanced. This 
means that the object will move in the 
direction of the larger force.

RESISTANCE
When an object moves through air or 
water, it experiences resistance created 
by friction. This resistance slows the 
object down and makes it have to  
push harder to move through the air or 
water. The faster an object travels, the 
more resistance it experiences. Objects 
that are streamlined have a smooth 
shape. They experience less resistance  
and can move more quickly through  
air or water. 

FORCES AND OBJECTS
The stronger a force, the greater an effect 
it will have on an object. Some objects 
need to touch for a force to have an effect, 
such as when a foot kicks a ball. Other 
forces, such as gravity, can affect objects 
without touching them. 

GRAVITY
Gravity is a force that pulls objects toward 
each other. All objects have gravity, 
but heavier objects have a greater pull 
than lighter ones. The heaviest object 
that affects us is Earth. Its gravity pulls 
everything around us down to its surface. 
This is why objects fall to the ground if  
they are dropped. 

FRICTION
Friction is the force that acts on an object 
when it moves against another object. It acts in the opposite direction to the movement of the object, which makes it hard for the object to move. Smooth surfaces have very little 
friction. Rough surfaces create more friction. Friction can be useful. For example, bumpy 
treads on the bottom of our shoes create 
friction against the ground, which keeps us 
from slipping.

The force created by the cyclist pushing forward is greater than the air resistance, so the cyclist keeps moving forward. 

Boats float because the weight along the boat is balanced  by the force of the water pushing up, called upthrust.

There is very little friction 
between smooth snow and 
skis. This allows the skis to 
glide easily.

The streamlined shape 
of airplanes helps them 
to move quickly through 
the air.

Airplanes that are not streamlined 
would require a lot more fuel to push them through the air. This is costly 
and not energy efficient.

The thin shape of 
airplanes helps them  
to be streamlined. 

Airplanes have a 
pointed nose to cut 
through the air. 

Horizontal wings 
help to keep the 
airplane steady in 
the air. 

AIR FORCE

BALANCED

UNBALANCED

18

Go Quiz Yourself on Sports
Author - Annabel Savery

ISBN 978-1-4271-2881-2 Paperback
Read all about different sports from around 
the world—the top competitions, amazing 
moments in sports, and athletes who have 
wowed the world! Then see if you can answer 
questions, such as: How many events are 
there in the Summer Olympics? What are the 
three skiing disciplines? What happens in a 
speed-climbing race?

Go Quiz Yourself on Space
Author - Izzi Howell

ISBN 978-1-4271-2880-5 Paperback
Read all about our incredible universe, 
mysterious planets, exploding stars, brave 
astronauts, powerful rockets, and much more. 
Then see if you can answer questions, such 
as: Why does Mars look red? On which planet 
do clouds smell like rotten eggs? Who was 
the first living thing to orbit Earth?

Go Quiz Yourself on Dinosaurs
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2878-2 Paperback
Read about the different kinds of dinosaurs and 
other prehistoric creatures that lived long ago. 
Find out how they lived and died, how only 
their fossils remain, and much more. Then see 
if you can answer questions, such as: Why did 
the dinosaurs become extinct? Which dinosaur 
had the smallest brain? What can we learn 
from dinosaur footprints?

Go Quiz Yourself  
Around the World

Author - Izzi Howell
ISBN 978-1-4271-2877-5 Paperback

Read about the things in our incredible world—
landmarks, habitats and wildlife from the seven 
continents, dry deserts, huge oceans, mighty 
mountains, and much more. Then see if you 
can answer questions, such as: Which country 
is made up of over 6,000 islands? How many 
languages are spoken on Earth? What is the 
deadliest large land animal?

Go Quiz Yourself on  
the Human Body

Author - Izzi Howell
ISBN 978-1-4271-2882-9 Paperback

Read all about the human body, its strong 
skeleton, flexible muscles, amazing organs, 
and its digestive, nervous, and reproductive 
systems. Then see if you can answer questions, 
such as: Where are the most active muscles in 
the body? How many breaths do we take every 
day? How fast does a sneeze leave the body?

Go Quiz Yourself on Science
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2879-9 Paperback
Read all about science—super sound and light, 
exciting energy and electricity, incredible living 
things, fascinating forces, amazing inventions, 
and much more. Then see if you can answer 
questions, such as: What was the loudest 
known sound on Earth? Which animals can 
sense Earth’s magnetic field? How can a solid 
be changed into a liquid?

For readers ages 9-14+ 
63/8 x 9½”, 48 pages

Approx. 48 full-color illustrations
US $10.95  CAN $11.95

Publication: January 2021
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6 Titles in Series

This “first biography” series introduces young readers to important people 
in Black history. Each title has a lively design, engaging text and photos, 
and questions to get young children thinking and talking.

From Barack Obama

After leaving 
college, Obama 
became a lawyer 
because he wanted  
to make people’s lives 
better. He worked 
as a civil rights 
lawyer and 
law professor. 
He also helped 
register 
people to vote 
in elections. 

Obama worked hard at school and college. 
He learned about civil rights leaders  
who wanted to make things fair between 
Black people and White people. 

Obama admired  

civil rights leader, 

Dr. Martin Luther 

King Jr.

Obama trained 
as a lawyer  
at Harvard  
Law School.

Learning 
about life

Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr.

11
10

Oprah Winfrey
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2799-0 Paperback
Find out about the life of American 
entrepreneur Oprah Winfrey from her 
childhood to breaking into the media 
and her many campaigns for change. 
The book has photographs and a 
simple text suitable for young children.

Nelson Mandela
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2798-3 Paperback
Find out about the life of Nelson 
Mandela and his life as an activist 
against apartheid in South Africa. 
Jailed for his activism, he eventually 
became president. The book has 
photographs and a simple text 
suitable for young children.

Martin Luther King Jr.
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2796-9 Paperback
Find out about the life of Martin Luther 
King Jr. from how he fought racism and 
led the civil rights movement in the 
United States to his tragic death and 
how he is remembered now around the 
world. The book has photographs and a 
simple text suitable for young children.

Barack Obama
Author - Stephen White-Thomson

ISBN 978-1-4271-2795-2 Paperback
Find out about the life of Barack 
Obama from his childhood and 
education to how he became 
President of the United States and 
what he achieved. The book has 
photographs and a simple text 
suitable for young children.

Rosa Parks
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2800-3 Paperback
Find out about the life of Rosa Parks 
from how she fought racism and was 
an activist in the civil rights movement 
to how she is remembered today. The 
book has photographs and a simple 
text suitable for young children.

Maya Angelou 
Author - Izzi Howell 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2797-6 Paperback
Find out about the life of American 
poet and writer Maya Angelou and 
her work as an activist in the US 
civil rights movement. The book 
has photographs and a simple text 
suitable for young children.

For readers ages 7-10 
7 x 9”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $8.95  CAN $9.95
Publication: January 2021
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4 Titles in Series

We have all relied on community 
helpers to help us keep safe 
and have our needs met during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
jobs they do have always been 
essential, but COVID-19 made 
them more difficult to do. Find 
out how community workers 
have had to adapt to new 
circumstances to do their jobs 
during the pandemic—and why 
we owe them our gratitude.

City Workers  
During COVID-19

Author - Robin Johnson
ISBN 978-1-4271-2835-5 Paperback

We see city workers every day. They 
deliver the mail, collect garbage, 
clean public places, and teach at 
school. This book shows how the 
COVID-19 pandemic made everyone 
realize just how much we rely on 
these workers to keep our daily lives 
running smoothly—and safely!

Health Care Workers  
During COVID-19

Author - Robin Johnson
ISBN 978-1-4271-2837-9 Paperback

Doctors, nurses, and hospital cleaners, 
as well as workers providing home care 
and long-term care have continued to 
give us often lifesaving care during 
COVID-19. This book shows how health 
care workers have met the enormous 
challenges of the pandemic, at great 
risk to their own health.

Food Workers  
During COVID-19

Author - Robin Johnson
ISBN 978-1-4271-2836-2 Paperback
Many of us have been able to stay 
home to keep safe in the COVID-19 
pandemic. This book shows how 
this would not be possible without 
food workers continuing to work to 
farm and produce our food, deliver 
it by truck, sell it to us in stores,  
and make sure everything is clean.

Volunteers  
During COVID-19

Author - Robin Johnson
ISBN 978-1-4271-2838-6  Paperback

This book shows how people have stepped 
up to volunteer to do necessary work, 
often without pay, during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Volunteers do shopping for 
seniors and care for the pets of people in 
the hospital. Businesses have switched 
over to making things in short supply, such 
as protective masks and hand sanitizer. 
Even children have made inspirational 
signs on sidewalks and in windows.

From Food Workers During Covid-19

8
9

The way workers do their jobs at the 
grocery store has changed a lot since the 
pandemic began. Workers wear masks and 
gloves at the stores. They carefully clean 
shopping carts and other surfaces. They let 
only a few shoppers in each store at a time.

Many grocery stores 
added shields to their 
checkout counters. The 
shields keep workers and 
shoppers safely apart.

Grocery Store Workers 
Many people get most of their food at grocery 
stores. Grocery store workers have made sure 
this is still possible during the pandemic.  
They keep food and other supplies on the 
shelves. They help keep shoppers safe.

This grocery store 
worker cleans shopping 
carts after each use.

For readers ages 5-9
8 x 8”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos
US $8.95  CAN $9.95
Publication: February 2021
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Discover the stories of groundbreakers 
in Black history. Each book features 
ten main biographies of significant 
Black men and women and six 
smaller biographies. Both written 
and illustrated by people of Black 
heritage, each title is fully illustrated 
with vibrant and engaging artwork 
throughout.

Groundbreaking 
Scientists

Author - J.P. Miller, Chellie Carroll
ISBN 978-1-4271-2813-3 

Paperback
Read about the men and women 
who have improved our lives 
through science including Dr. 
Daniel Hale Williams, astronaut 
Mae Jemison, inventor George 
Washington Carver, psychologists 
Kenneth and Mamie Clark, and 
many more.

Brave Leaders  
and Activists

Author - J.P. Miller, Chellie Carroll 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2812-6 Paperback

It takes great courage to stand up 
against racial injustice and many Black 
leaders sacrificed their lives to demand 
equality. Read about the Black men 
and women who worked on behalf of 
all people of color including Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, Barack 
Obama, the founders of Black Lives 
Matter, and many more.

Amazing Artists
Author - J.P. Miller, Chellie Carroll

ISBN 978-1-4271-2811-9 Paperback
This book celebrates the stories of 
Black artists who paved the way for 
people of color in and out of the 
arts to be their true selves. Read 
about men and women who have 
broken barriers in literature and the 
performing and visual arts including 
writer Toni Morrison, jazz pianist 
Oscar Peterson, rapper Common, 
actor Lupia Nyong’o, and many more.

From Amazing Artists

33

32

“Dear Candidate,  
Thank you for your application to our 
ballet academy. Unfortunately, you  
have not been accepted. You have the 
wrong body for ballet …”

Although this rejection letter was written only for the commercial, Misty recalled receiving letters like this herself that 
were equally harsh. Misty was considered an unlikely ballerina because of her 

ethnicity and the fact that  
she started ballet late, at age 13.  
She sautéed past the critics,  
all the while saying to herself,  
“I belong here.”

Four years after Misty Copeland took  
her first ballet lesson at the San Pedro 
Boys and Girls Club in California, she  
had won awards in competitions and 
joined a ballet company.”       

“Quiet on the set!” commanded the 
director, Georgia Hudson. Two chords 

played softly on the piano. Dancer Misty Copeland stood stage left in first position, 
awaiting her next cue. She was on set 
filming a commercial for the clothing 

company, Under Armour. A child’s voice  
is heard over the music. She says:

I BELONG HERE

MISTY COPELANDMISTY COPELAND

BORN: 
September 10, 1982

NATIONALITY: 
American

OCCUPATION: 
Dancer

“Something happens when you feel the energy and excitement from the audience…you do four pirouettes and jump higher than you ever have.”

For readers ages 9-14+
8 x 10”, 48 pages

Approx. 16 full-color illustrations
US $10.95  CAN $11.95

Publication: February 2021

Sports Heroes
Author - J.P. Miller, Chellie Carroll 

ISBN  978-1-4271-2814-0 
Paperback

Discover the courageous stories 
of elite Black athletes who 
battled prejudice and exclusion 
to become heroes and champions 
in their sport. Read about such 
heroes as boxer Muhammad Ali, 
tennis great Serena Williams, 
sprinter Usain Bolt, gymnast 
Simone Biles, and many more.
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Bobbie Kalman‘s Historic Communities series 
has been revised and updated! This immensely 
popular series by acclaimed nonfiction author Bobbie 
Kalman provides a close-up view of how people in 
North America lived more than 200 years ago. Each 
revised edition in the series features new full-color 
photographs from restored historic villages across 
North America, updated text and an activity.

For readers ages 7-11
8½” x 10¾”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color photos  
and illustrations

US $8.95  CAN $9.95

A One-Room School
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7321-4  

Paperback
This newly revised edition 
explores inside a one-room 
schoolhouse. See what 
subjects were taught, how 
students were disciplined, 
and what games boys and 
girls enjoyed during recess.

A Child’s Day
Author - Bobbie Kalman, 

Tammy Everts 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7320-7 

Paperback
This newly revised edition 
offers a glimpse of what a 
day filled with chores, school 
and play was like for children 
in an early community.

10 Revised Titles in Series

In the Barn
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7347-4 

Paperback
This newly revised edition shows 
how the barn was the center of 
activity on an early farm. All the 
seasonal activities, from birthing 
to harvest to winter storage, are 
explored including the work and 
fun of a barn-raising bee.

Colonial Life
Author - Bobbie Kalman 

ISBN 978-0-7787-7346-7 Paperback
In this newly revised edition of 
Colonial Life, young readers will 
meet the hardworking people of a 
colonial community, learn about the 
importance of family members, and 
discover the roles that religion and 
education played in people’s lives 
more than two hundred years ago. 
They will also learn about how a 
plantation was run, and the impact  
of the slave trade.

The Gristmill
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7349-8 

Paperback
In this newly revised 
edition, find out how 
the miller produced flour 
and why communities 
developed in areas where 
gristmills had been built.

Schoolyard Games
Author - Bobbie Kalman,  

Heather Levigne 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7348-1

Paperback
This newly revised edition shows how 
children in early communities played 
Schoolyard Games that are similar to 
those still played by children today. 
Colorful illustrations help explain 
early versions of such games as tag, 
skipping and string games, hopscotch, 
hiding games, marbles, tops, and 
group games such as Sticky Apple.

Visiting a Village
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7351-1 

Paperback
This newly revised edition 
introduces children to an 
early community, and shows 
how people worked together 
in the spirit of cooperation. 
Jobs featured include the 
miller, the sawyer, and the 
storekeeper.

The Kitchen
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7350-4 

Paperback
This newly revised edition 
shows how the kitchen was 
the center of family activity in 
the old days. Take a close-up 
look at the early fireplace, 
kitchen tools and utensils, 
and chores.

Colonial Home
Author - Bobbie Kalman,  

John Crossingham 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7323-8 Paperback

This newly revised edition takes readers 
into a Colonial Home of the 1600s and 
1700s. See inside the kitchen, the fireplace, 
the bedchamber and the barn. Learn why 
immigrants from England, France, and 
Spain were drawn to North America, and 
how plantations in the South grew and 
prospered through the slave trade.

Classroom Games
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-7787-7322-1 

Paperback
This newly revised edition 
describes the fun and creative 
Classroom Games that 
teachers employed to grab the 
attention of their students in 
early schoolhouses. Explore 
games that made learning fun 
involving spelling, arithmetic, 
geography, history, art, music, 
holidays, and creative writing.

Visit www.crabtreebooks.com  
to view more titles in the series.

Games from Long Ago
Author - Bobbie Kalman, 

Barbara Bedell 
ISBN 978-0-86505-521-6  

Paperback
Games from Long Ago takes 
an entertaining look at the way 
board games, parlor games, 
and other games such as shinny 
and jackstraws were enjoyed by 
children in the 1800s.

Pioneer Recipes
Author - Bobbie Kalman, 

Lynda Hale 
ISBN 978-0-86505-468-4 

Paperback
This beautifully illustrated 
cookbook introduces children to 
the pioneer kitchen and features 
recipes from the many immigrant 
groups and native nations who 
built this land. Fascinating text 
describes how they prepared their 
meals and gives step-by-step 
instructions, safety rules, and 
useful tips on preparing recipes.

Old Time Toys
Author - Bobbie Kalman, 

David Schimpky 
ISBN 978-0-86505-520-9 

Paperback
Featuring photos from leading 
toy museums around the 
country, Old Time Toys takes 
young readers back to the 
rough and tumble days of 
the 1800’s when toys were 
homemade, often crudely, yet 
with great craftsmanship.

The General Store
Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-86505-462-2 

Paperback
The General Store was a place 
where townsfolk could buy 
wonderful spices, brightly 
colored fabrics and nifty 
gadgets. Lively photos and 
illustrations show that it was 
also an important meeting 
place where neighbors 
stopped to chat.

19th Century Girls  
and Women

Author - Bobbie Kalman 
ISBN 978-0-86505-464-6 

Paperback
From the merriment of social events 
to the chores, uncomfortable 
clothing, and health hazards of 
daily life, 19th Century Girls and 
Women reveals the positive and 
negative aspects of the lives of 
women over a century ago.
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I Love Fall
Author - Lizzie Scott,  

Stephanie Fizer Coleman
ISBN 978-1-4271-2911-6 Paperback

Take a walk through the fall season 
in this colorful illustrated book. What 
do you love about fall? Do you like to 
hear the crunch of leaves and watch 
the squirrels burying nuts for winter?

I Love Summer
Author - Lizzie Scott,  

Stephanie Fizer Coleman
ISBN 978-1-4271-2913-0 Paperback

Take a walk through the summer season 
in this warmly illustrated book. What do 
you love about summer? Do you enjoy 
the longer days of sunshine, playing 
outside, and eating ice cream?

I Love Spring
Author - Lizzie Scott,  

Stephanie Fizer Coleman
ISBN 978-1-4271-2912-3 Paperback

Take a walk through the spring season 
in this beautifully illustrated book. What 
do you love about spring? Do you look 
out for new buds on the trees and listen 
for the sounds of the birds getting up 
earlier?

I Love Winter
Author - Lizzie Scott,  

Stephanie Fizer Coleman
ISBN 978-1-4271-2914-7 Paperback

Take a walk through the winter 
season in this wonderfully illustrated 
book. What do you love about winter? 
Does it snow where you live? Do you 
like putting on warm winter clothing?

From I Love Summer

In summer, I like to play on the beach. I 

build sandcastles and search for seashells. 

I jump in waves as they 

splash against the shore. 

What do you 
like doing at 
the beach? 

26
27

For readers ages 6-9
9 x 9”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color illustrations
US $9.95  CAN $10.95

Publication: January 2021

This series explores the many 
different things to love about 
the seasons and shows how they 
affect plants and animals. With 
beautiful illustrations and simple 
text, the books give younger 
readers a great introduction to 
what happens during seasons.
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Cardboard Eco Activities
Author - Louise Nelson

ISBN 978-1-4271-2863-8 Paperback
Simple activities show children 
how to make a difference to the 
environment by reusing cardboard  
to make costumes, chameleons,  
and dollhouses.

Metal Eco Activities
Author - Louise Nelson

ISBN 978-1-4271-2865-2 Paperback
Simple activities show children 
how to make a difference to the 
environment by reusing metal to 
make bird feeders, pots for plants, 
and tin-can phones.

Clothing Eco Activities
Author - Louise Nelson

ISBN 978-1-4271-2864-5 Paperback
Simple activities show children how to 
make a difference to the environment 
by reusing clothing to make bags, 
pots for plants, and new shoes.

Plastic Eco Activities
Author - Louise Nelson

ISBN 978-1-4271-2866-9 Paperback
Simple activities show children 
how to make a difference to the 
environment by reusing plastic to 
make planters, pictures, and flowers.

From Clothing Eco Activities
 Decorate how you want.5.

STEP

20

21

 Turn the top part inside out.2.
STEP

21

 If you wanted something more 

colorful, use ribbon or the sleeves 

of old shirts to make handles.

 Use strips of fabric 
from the legs of your 
jeans to make straps. 

 Turn the jeans round the right way.

 Sew across the 
bottom to close the holes. 7.

STEP

6.
STEP

 Cut the legs off a pair of old jeans.1.
STEP

of old shirts to make handles.

3.
STEP

4.
STEP

Use strips of fabric 
from the legs of your 
jeans to make straps. 

bottom to close the holes.

For readers ages 6-9
9 x 9”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos and illustrations
US $8.95  CAN $9.95
Publication: January 2021

Reuse the materials around your 
home and turn them into something 
new. This series of simple craft 
activities is an informative and fun 
way to introduce young readers 
to issues of pollution and ways to 
solve it. Colorful vector graphics and 
photographs engage readers and 
easy-to-follow text allows readers to 
get hands-on and make a difference.
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Big Push
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3057-0 Paperback
The students of class 201 are locked out 
of their classroom. Professor Adams’s 
car has broken down and they can’t 
unlock the door without his nose print. 
Join the students of Science Academy 
as they learn how forces work and help 
Professor Adams get her car to move.

Perfect Pull
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3059-4 Paperback
It’s Sports Week at Science Academy! 
Every year the other school wins the 
tug-of-war competition. But Katie is 
determined to win. Join Katie as she 
tries to learn everything there is to 
know about pulling forces to knock 
her opponent off balance.

Electric Emergency
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3058-7 Paperback
Help! The 3-D pizza printer is 
not working. Join the students at 
Science Academy as they solve their 
lunchtime problem while Professor 
Adams explains how electricity 
works and where it comes from.

Stop That Racecar!
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3060-0 Paperback
Bud-E is building a racecar out of 
a box to race in the Robot Racecar 
Rally. Join the students of Science 
Academy as they help build Bud-E’s 
car and learn about the forces that 
make it go—and stop!

From Big Push

8

9

Morning Lesson
Just then, Bud-E, the class robot, arrived. He found Professor  Adams not far from the school. Her electric car had run out of power. She tried to push the car, but it would not move.

Bud-E tells the class that Professor Adams is not 
strong enough to push the car by herself. Now 
she will have to wait until a tow truck comes. 

Professor Adams is  
just around the corner. 

She needs our help!

The tow truck won’t 
get here for a few 
hours. Maybe I can 
find a way to push 
the car with the help 
of class 201 instead.

For readers ages 6-9
8½ x 9½”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos and illustrations
US $8.95  CAN $9.95
Publication: January 2021

Enrol in Science Academy and get 
ready for things to get scientific! 
Join  the pupils of class 201 and 
their robot classmate Bud-E as they 
push, pull, stop, and shock their 
way to scientific success! Brrrrrring! 
Get set for Science Class!
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Discover the world of scientific investigations through step-by-step experiments. 
These hands-on books introduce science topics to young readers, and simple 
experiments encourage them to investigate for themselves.

From Let’s Investigate Solids

10
11

“ Because...

“

The tomatoes do not pour because  
each tomato is a sing le lump of

material. T he pebbles, peas, and f lour 
look like they are pouring. But that is 

only because each small piece is falling 
at the same time as the other pieces 

around it. Notice how none of the pieces 
change shape when they hit the bowl. 
W hen liquids are poured, even thick 
liquids like syrup, they spread out to 

cover the surface within the container.

liquids and solids

1

2
3

4

You will need
A glass of water

A large bowl
A jar of syrup

A spoon
Little plates 
containing

solids of different 
sizes (e.g. tomatoes, 
flour, pebbles, peas)

THINK about what 
happens when you move milk  

from a bott le to a g lass.
• T he milk can be poured.

• I t takes the shape of the container 
 that ho lds it.

Can a so lid behave like a liquid?

liquids
and solids

Liquids and so lids can sometimes
behave in similar ways.

Tip the g lass of water 
into the bowl. W hat 

happens?

C lean and dry the bowl. T ip a 
spoonful of syrup into it. How 
is it different from the water? Tip each plate of so lids 

into the bowl one at a 
time, c lean the bowl 

each time.

How do the so lids 
compare with the 
water and syrup?

Can you pour 
a solid?

Let’s Investigate 
Materials

Author - Jacqui Bailey
ISBN 978-1-4271-2781-5 Paperback

What are materials? What are the 
properties of a material and how do 
these vary? What is the difference 
between natural and human-made 
materials? Find out the answers to 
these questions and much more.

Let’s Investigate 
Magnets

Author - Jacqui Bailey
ISBN 978-1-4271-2780-8 Paperback

What is a magnet? Why are some 
materials magnetic? How does a 
compass work? Find out the answers 
to these questions and much more.

Let’s Investigate Forces
Author - Jacqui Bailey 

ISBN 978-1-4271-2778-5 Paperback
What is a force? How do forces 
make things move—or stop? How 
does the force of gravity affect life 
on Earth? Find out the answers to 
these questions and much more.

Let’s Investigate 
Electricity

Author - Jacqui Bailey
ISBN 978-1-4271-2777-8 Paperback
What is electricity? How does a 
circuit work? Why do batteries only 
work if you put them in the correct 
way? Find out the answers to these 
questions and much more.

Let’s Investigate Solids
Author - Jacqui Bailey

ISBN 978-1-4271-2782-2 Paperback
What are solids? How are they 
different from liquids and gases? 
How can they be changed? Find out 
the answers to these questions and 
much more.

Let’s Investigate Light 
Author - Jacqui Bailey 

ISBN 978-1-4271-3247-5 
Paperback

What is light and how does it help 
us to see? What is reflection? How 
does light form shadows? Find out 
the answers to these questions and 
much more.

For readers ages 8-13 
8 x 10”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color illustrations
US $9.95  CAN $10.95

Publication: January 2021
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Addition on the Menu
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3013-6 Paperback
Professor Tangent is very forgetful and 
has accidentally put the lunch orders 
for the class in the paper shredder. 
The class collects all the little strips, 
and they add up all the different 
sections to make sure the total equals 
the number of kids in the class. They 
create a number line to get the total. 
But Chef Addie just made them all 
pizza instead!

Place Value Prize
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3015-0 Paperback
Class 301 has won a real truckload 
of number cubes. Fractions Frank, the 
caretaker, has found some boxes that 
hold different amounts of cubes—
ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands. 
The children see how the smaller 
boxes can all fit into the larger ones. 
They put these groups in columns to 
create a numeral. And just when they 
think they are done, another truck 
pulls up and they have to start again!

Groups in the Garden
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3014-3 Paperback
The students of Class 301 are 
counting how many vegetables they 
have grown in the garden. They use 
counting in groups to speed up the 
process, and a number line to help. 
They count small numbers in ones, 
then larger groups in twos, fives, 
tens, and hundreds. The kids save so 
much time that they have a picnic!

Sold on Subtraction
Author - Kirsty Holmes

ISBN 978-1-4271-3016-7 Paperback
Class 301 is holding  a school sale to 
buy a super-calculator. The class uses 
subtraction to find out how many 
items have been sold. They use column 
subtraction to figure out differences in 
different ways, as well as a number line. 
Simple sentences and easy-to-understand 
exercises help make learning about 
subtraction understandable and fun.

From Addition on the Menu

Sandwiches 9

Once upon a time there was a big scary monster who scared all the little children and 

Hillab intota dit lant, niam est, nist lici aut et, quia quidignis pra denempo ribusdae. 

Molut re nos ea pore litem et peditatias ex et erum quatus es qui doloruntus et quiaece 

rnatius sinvenis doloritis sus excest quis molupta dignatur am fugiatest explique sit 

volore, coremquia es paria dita volor sim andiciunt.

8

9

LUNCHTIME
Oh no! Professor Tangent has put class 301’s lunch order in the paper shredder! It has been cut into little strips. The students grab all the shredded lunch orders. 

They sort out all the strips. But how will they 
know if they have found all of the lunch orders? 
What if someone’s order is missing and they 
give the wrong numbers to Chef Addie?  
Cy-Bud has an idea.

We will just 
have to try to 
put them back 

together! 

Burgers
Sandwiches

Fries
Salad

Oranges
Apples

17

Once upon a time there was a big scary monster who scared all the little children and 

Hillab intota dit lant, niam est, nist lici aut et, quia quidignis pra denempo ribusdae. 

Molut re nos ea pore litem et peditatias ex et erum quatus es qui doloruntus et quiaece 

rnatius sinvenis doloritis sus excest quis molupta dignatur am fugiatest explique sit 

volore, coremquia es paria dita volor sim andiciunt.

Adio id quis ut veligen imolorpor milit quatiame oditiur?

Rae. Nam voluptate volupti offic tempostist occum cum nonsenis et dolore omni duntis ulparib ustiatur? 

Qui res sitium estium quatis as exerum id eatque sam ipienem quibus veri ipiet quam volum lab is ped ut latiorro 

beatur, as quisquunt dolorias ma id mos ex esequae nust, et reruptasped et, nusdam endis inum est evendem re

officias et quo venem quist lia ditatures volupta tendel ipitatquiae liquate doluptatur, sunte voluptas molentiis

essunt ad que perum quidest odignihilit et velitiu ntestio vellique veles doluptum ipsae paritatiam rem dis eos

cusdandes ma cumquam latur siminctur aut quo doluptis rae deriossunt fugit escias destia di aut autem abo.

Cusam repro que venes qui ommolo tendam unt, oditios amendamus quias aliqui optatur?

LUNCH ORDER

Once upon a time there was a big scary monster who scared all the little children and

Hillab intota dit lant, niam est, nist lici aut et, quia quidignis pra denempo ribusdae.

Molut re nos ea pore litem et peditatias ex et erum quatus es qui doloruntus et quiaece

rnatius sinvenis doloritis sus excest quis molupta dignatur am fugiatest explique sit 

volore, coremquia es paria dita volor sim andiciunt.

Adio id quis ut veligen
 imolorpor milit quatiame oditiur?

Rae. Nam voluptate volupti offic tempostist occum cum nonsenis et dolore omni duntis ulparib ustiatur?

Qui res sitium estium quatis as exerum id eatque sam ipienem quibus veri ipiet 
quam volum lab is ped ut latiorro

beatur, as quisquunt dolorias ma id mos ex esequae nust, et rerupt
asped et, nusdam endis inum est evendem re

officias et quo venem quist lia ditatures volupta tendel ipitatquiae liquate doluptatur, sunte voluptas molentiis

essunt ad que perum quidest odignihilit et velitiu
 ntestio vellique veles doluptum ipsae paritatiam rem dis eos 

cusdandes ma cumquam latur siminctur aut quo doluptis rae deriossunt fugit escias destia di aut autem abo.

Cusam repro que venes qui ommolo tendam unt, oditios amendamus quias aliqui optatur?

Burger

Salad

9

We'll have 
to add 

them up,
class! 

For readers ages 6-9
8½ x 9½”, 24 pages

Approx. 24 full-color photos and illustrations
US $8.95  CAN $9.95
Publication: February 2021

Enrol in Math Academy and get 
ready—they’re counting on you! 
Join the pupils of class 301 and 
their robot classmate as they add, 
subtract, group, and place value 
their way to success! Brrrrrring! 
Get set for Math Class!
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6 Titles in Series

This bright, illustrated series helps young children take their first steps in 
exploring their wider world. Each engaging book features exercises to help 
promote a caring attitude, confidence, and self-esteem, and gives readers a 
way to discuss their emotions.

From I Care About Animals

8
9

Looking after pets  

Different 
pets need different things. I

f your family 

has a pet, you will all need to learn what your 

pet needs. Your pet needs the right kind of food and 

place to s
leep. Some pets need to have exercise. 

Some pets need to be kept safe from other animals.

Place the pets
Rabbits don’t live in 
tanks! Can you put 
these pets back in 

their correct homes?

If you meet someone else’s pet, check with  

the owner before you touch
 it. Ask how  

and where you can str
oke the pet.

I Care About My Body
Author - Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2896-6 Paperback
This helpful guide to caring for your 
body helps children understand 
when and how to wash your hands, 
how to care for your teeth, why 
a good night’s sleep is important, 
what to do when you feel sick,  
and much more!

I Care About My  
Growing Brain

Author - Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2899-7 Paperback

This informative guide to helping your 
brain learn helps children understand 
why your brain is always changing, 
how to make the most of what you 
are already good at, why it’s okay to 
make mistakes, how being positive is 
good for you, and much more!

I Care About Animals
Author - Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton
ISBN 978-1-4271-2895-9 Paperback
This beautiful guide to caring about 
animals helps children understand 
why animals are important, how 
littering is harmful to animals, what 
a habitat is, why some animals are 
endangered, and much more!

I Care About My Friends
Author - Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton
ISBN 978-1-4271-2898-0 Paperback
This engaging, illustrated book helps 
children understand how to make 
friends, how to care for friendships, 
what bullying is and what to do 
about it, what happens when 
friendships change, and much more!

I Care About My Family
Author - Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2897-3 Paperback

This important guide to caring for your 
family helps children understand what 
to do when we feel cross with our 
family, what a family tree is, how a 
family cares for one other, why families 
change sometimes, and much more!

I Care About My Planet
Author - Liz Lennon, Michael Buxton 
ISBN 978-1-4271-2900-0 Paperback
This important guide to caring for 
the planet helps children understand 
why we shouldn’t waste water, what 
to do with your litter, how walking 
is better than driving, why trees are 
amazing, and much more!

For readers ages 6-9 
9 x 9”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color illustrations
US $9.95  CAN $10.95

Publication: January 2021
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4 Titles in Series

Building Confidence
Author - Honor Head

ISBN 978-1-4271-2823-2  Paperback
Everyone feels scared or worried 
sometimes. Being resilient means 
being able to cope with times when 
you feel unsure of yourself or when 
you are going through a situation that 
makes you feel anxious. This book 
offers tips on how to boost your self-
esteem and reduce your stress.

Growing Friendships
Author - Honor Head

ISBN 978-1-4271-2825-6 Paperback
Everyone needs friends. They 
make our lives more enjoyable. But 
friendships require effort on our part. 
Learn how to develop the skills you 
need to make new friends, be a good 
friend yourself, and cope with difficult 
situations, such as being bullied or 
losing a friend.

Coping with Change
Author - Honor Head

ISBN 978-1-4271-2824-9 Paperback
Everyone faces change in their life. 
When something out of our routine 
happens, we can lose that feeling 
of safety and being in control. Learn 
how to develop the skills you need to 
cope with changes that are big and 
scary, such as changing schools or 
moving to a new town.

Dealing with Challenges
Author - Honor Head

ISBN 978-1-4271-2826-3 Paperback
Sudden, unexpected changes can 
happen in everyone’s life. A change in 
family situation, such as a divorce, or 
a serious illness can leave us feeling 
overwhelmed and anxious. Learn 
how to build skills that will help you 
bounce back more quickly from shock 
and disappointment.

From Building Confidence

J

J

J

Being optimistic means that 
when you try something new you 
will feel less anxious about it. 

If you are an optimist and something fails, 
you are more likely to bounce back try 
again rather than give up.

try again rather than give 
up. the end of each day, 
think of all the good and 
fun things that happened 
that day. Think of three 
things that you have to 
look forward to tomorrow. 

Be an optimist 
An optimist believes that good things will happen. If you are an 
optimist, you expect the best things to happen in any situation. 
For example, you believe you will make new friends, do well 
on your test, and win the game.

20

21

Optimists look  
forward to trying 
new things and 

meeting new  
people.

For readers ages 6-10
9 x 9”, 32 pages

Approx. 32 full-color photos
US $9.95  CAN $10.95

Publication: January 2021

Building resilience is a key life 
skill. This series builds confidence, 
empathy, and self-respect, and 
helps children develop a flexible 
mindset to cope with our ever-
changing world. Adorable photos 
of animals represent emotions 
and feelings to aid empathy 
around difficult experiences, 
such as changing schools, family 
breakdown, making new friends, 
or trying new things. Tips and 
exercises for readers and notes  
for parents and teachers are  
also included.
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Be a Scientist
____  Let’s Investigate Electricity $10.95 978-1-4271-2777-8
____  Let’s Investigate Forces $10.95 978-1-4271-2778-5
____  Let’s Investigate Light $10.95 978-1-4271-2779-2
____  Let’s Investigate Magnets $10.95 978-1-4271-2780-8
____  Let’s Investigate Materials $10.95 978-1-4271-2781-5
____  Let’s Investigate Solids $10.95 978-1-4271-2782-2

Black History Biographies
____  Barack Obama $9.95 978-1-4271-2795-2
____  Martin Luther King Jr. $9.95 978-1-4271-2796-9
____  Maya Angelou $9.95 978-1-4271-2797-6
____  Nelson Mandela $8.95 978-1-4271-2798-3
____  Oprah Winfrey $8.95 978-1-4271-2799-0
____  Rosa Parks $8.95 978-1-4271-2800-3

Black Stories Matter
____  Amazing Artists $11.95 978-1-4271-2811-9
____  Brave Leaders and Activists $11.95 978-1-4271-2812-6
____  Groundbreaking Scientists $11.95 978-1-4271-2813-3
____  Sports Heroes $11.95 978-1-4271-2814-0

Building Resilience
____  Building Confidence $10.95 978-1-4271-2823-2
____  Coping with Change $10.95 978-1-4271-2824-9
____  Growing Friendships $10.95 978-1-4271-2825-6
____  Dealing with Challenges $10.95 978-1-4271-2826-3

Community Helpers During COVID-19
____  City Workers During COVID-19 $9.95 978-1-4271-2835-5
____  Food Workers During COVID-19 $9.95 978-1-4271-2836-2
____  Health Care Workers During COVID-19 $9.95 978-1-4271-2837-9
____  Volunteers During COVID-19 $9.95 978-1-4271-2838-6

Early Learning Concepts
____  How Many? Counting to 5 $8.75 978-1-4271-2851-5
____  Left and Right $8.75 978-1-4271-2852-2
____  Playground Shapes $8.75 978-1-4271-2853-9
____  What Are Opposites? $8.75 978-1-4271-2854-6
____  What Is in My Art Box? $8.75 978-1-4271-2855-3
____  What Shape Am I? $8.75 978-1-4271-2856-0
____  Which Is Biggest? $8.75 978-1-4271-2857-7
____  Which Is Longest? $8.75 978-1-4271-2858-4

Eco Activities
____  Cardboard Eco Activities $9.95 978-1-4271-2863-8
____  Clothing Eco Activities $9.95 978-1-4271-2864-5
____  Metal Eco Activities $9.95 978-1-4271-2865-2
____  Plastic Eco Activities $9.95 978-1-4271-2866-9

Farm Animal Friends
____  Chickens $8.50 978-1-4271-3245-1
____  Cows $8.50 978-1-4271-3246-8
____  Goats $8.50 978-1-4271-3247-5
____  Horses $8.50 978-1-4271-3248-2
____  Pigs $8.50 978-1-4271-3249-9
____  Sheep $8.50 978-1-4271-3250-5

Go Quiz Yourself
____  Go Quiz Yourself Around the World $11.95 978-1-4271-2877-5
____  Go Quiz Yourself on Dinosaurs $11.95 978-1-4271-2878-2
____  Go Quiz Yourself on Science $11.95 978-1-4271-2879-9
____  Go Quiz Yourself on Space $11.95 978-1-4271-2880-5
____  Go Quiz Yourself on Sports $11.95 978-1-4271-2881-2
____  Go Quiz Yourself on the Human Body $11.95 978-1-4271-2882-9

Historic Communities (revised editions)
____  A Child‘s Day (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7320-7
____  A One-Room School (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7321-4
____  Classroom Games (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7322-1
____  Colonial Home (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7323-8
____  Colonial Life (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7346-7
____  In the Barn (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7347-4
____  Schoolyard Games (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7348-1
____  The Gristmill (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7349-8
____  The Kitchen (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7350-4
____  Visiting a Village (revised edition) $9.95 978-0-7787-7351-1
____  Games from Long Ago $9.95 978-0-86505-521-6
____  19th Century Girls and Women $9.95 978-0-86505-464-6
____  Pioneer Recipes $9.95 978-0-86505-468-4
____  Old Time Toys $9.95 978-0-86505-520-9
____  The General Store $9.95 978-0-86505-462-2

I Care About
____  I Care About Animals $10.95 978-1-4271-2895-9
____  I Care About My Body $10.95 978-1-4271-2896-6
____  I Care About My Family $10.95 978-1-4271-2897-3
____  I Care About My Friends $10.95 978-1-4271-2898-0
____  I Care About My Growing Brain $10.95 978-1-4271-2899-7
____  I Care About My Planet $10.95 978-1-4271-2900-0

I Love the Seasons
____  I Love Fall $10.95 978-1-4271-2911-6
____  I Love Spring $10.95 978-1-4271-2912-3
____  I Love Summer $10.95 978-1-4271-2913-0
____  I Love Winter $10.95 978-1-4271-2914-7

I Read-n-Rhyme
____  Captain Blarney: The Pirates’ Battle for Bedtime $8.75 978-1-4271-2930-7
____  Haunted Mansions: A Terribly Creepy Tale $8.75 978-1-4271-2931-4
____  How Do You Find a Bug on a Branch? $8.75 978-1-4271-2932-1
____  I’ve Never Met a Dragon I Didn’t Like $8.75 978-1-4271-2933-8
____  I’ve Never Met a Monster I Didn’t Like $8.75 978-1-4271-2934-5
____  I’ve Never Met an Alien I Didn’t Like $8.75 978-1-4271-2935-2
____  I’ve Never Met a Robot I Didn’t Like $8.75 978-1-4271-2936-9
____  It’s Halloween! What Will We Be? $8.75 978-1-4271-2937-6
____  Muttlee: The Best Dog in the World! $8.75 978-1-4271-2938-3
____  Spooky Soup: A Creepy Counting Backwards Book $8.75 978-1-4271-2939-0
____  The Night of Scares!: A Terribly Creepy Tale $8.75 978-1-4271-2940-6

If I Was A…
____  If I Was A Dragon $10.95 978-1-4271-2945-1
____  If I Was An Octopus $10.95 978-1-4271-2946-8
____  If I Was A Pirate $10.95 978-1-4271-2947-5
____  If I Was A Rock Star $10.95 978-1-4271-2948-2

In My Community
____  At the Pond $8.75 978-1-4271-2963-5
____  Hometown Fire Department $8.75 978-1-4271-2964-2
____  Hometown Police $8.75 978-1-4271-2965-9
____  My Home in the City $8.75 978-1-4271-2966-6
____  My Local Hospital $8.75 978-1-4271-2967-3
____  My Town Helpers $8.75 978-1-4271-2968-0
____  Playground Kindness $8.75 978-1-4271-2969-7
____  When I Go to the Beach $8.75 978-1-4271-2970-3
____  When I Go to the Grocery Store $8.75 978-1-4271-2971-0
____  When I Go to the Zoo, What Do I See? $8.75 978-1-4271-2972-7

Little Stars
____  Little Stars Ballet $8.75 978-1-4271-2991-8
____  Little Stars Baseball $8.75 978-1-4271-2992-5
____  Little Stars BMX Bikes $8.75 978-1-4271-2993-2
____  Little Stars Camping $8.75 978-1-4271-2994-9
____  Little Stars Fishing $8.75 978-1-4271-2995-6
____  Little Stars Golf $8.75 978-1-4271-2996-3
____  Little Stars Gymnastics $8.75 978-1-4271-2997-0
____  Little Stars Hockey $8.75 978-1-4271-2998-7
____  Little Stars Ice Skating $8.75 978-1-4271-2999-4
____  Little Stars Paintball $8.75 978-1-4271-3000-6
____  Little Stars Rodeo $8.75 978-1-4271-3001-3
____  Little Stars Skateboarding $8.75 978-1-4271-3002-0
____  Little Stars Skiing $8.75 978-1-4271-3003-7
____  Little Stars Snowboarding $8.75 978-1-4271-3004-4
____  Little Stars Soccer $8.75 978-1-4271-3005-1
____  Little Stars Swimming $8.75 978-1-4271-3006-8
____  Little Stars Taekwondo $8.75 978-1-4271-3007-5
____  Little Stars Yoga $8.75 978-1-4271-3008-2

Math Academy
____  Addition on the Menu $9.95 978-1-4271-3013-6
____  Groups in the Garden $9.95 978-1-4271-3014-3
____  Place Value Prize $9.95 978-1-4271-3015-0
____  Sold on Subtraction $9.95 978-1-4271-3016-7

My Favorite Color
____  Blue $8.50 978-1-4271-3257-4
____  Green $8.50 978-1-4271-3258-1
____  Orange $8.50 978-1-4271-3259-8
____  Purple $8.50 978-1-4271-3260-4
____  Red $8.50 978-1-4271-3261-1
____  Yellow $8.50 978-1-4271-3262-8

 QTY Title PB Price 13-ISBN  QTY Title PB Price 13-ISBN
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My First Science Books
____  Food Chain in a Desert $8.75 978-1-4271-3032-7
____  Food Chain in a Forest $8.75 978-1-4271-3033-4
____  I Can Change Matter $8.75 978-1-4271-3034-1
____  I Hear Sound $8.75 978-1-4271-3035-8
____  I See Light $8.75 978-1-4271-3036-5
____  Land Habitats $8.75 978-1-4271-3037-2
____  Learning with Models $8.75 978-1-4271-3038-9
____  Light! It Helps Us See $8.75 978-1-4271-3039-6
____  My Science Tools $8.75 978-1-4271-3040-2
____  What Is a Shark? $8.75 978-1-4271-3041-9
____  Will It Float? $8.75 978-1-4271-3042-6

My First Science Words
____  Earth Words $8.75 978-1-4271-3048-8
____  Matter Words $8.75 978-1-4271-3049-5
____  Plant Words $8.75 978-1-4271-3050-1
____  Space Words $8.75 978-1-4271-3051-8
____  Weather Words $8.75 978-1-4271-3052-5

Science Academy
____  Big Push $9.95 978-1-4271-3057-0
____  Electric Emergency $9.95 978-1-4271-3058-7
____  Perfect Pull $9.95 978-1-4271-3059-4
____  Stop That Racecar! $9.95 978-1-4271-3060-0

Seasons in a Year
____  Fall $8.50 978-1-4271-3269-7
____  Spring $8.50 978-1-4271-3270-3
____  Summer $8.50 978-1-4271-3271-0
____  Winter $8.50 978-1-4271-3272-7

-SPANISH-
Abrazos de Oso

____  ¿Puedo entrar al Club de los Osos? $10.95 978-1-4271-3069-3
____  ¡No te comas la basura! $10.95 978-1-4271-3070-9
____  ¿Dónde está mi hogar? $10.95 978-1-4271-3071-6
____  ¿Por qué no puedo dormir? $10.95 978-1-4271-3072-3

Animales de granja amistosos
____  Gallinas $8.50 978-1-4271-3279-6
____  Vacas $8.50 978-1-4271-3280-2
____  Cabras $8.50 978-1-4271-3281-9
____  Caballos $8.50 978-1-4271-3282-6
____  Cerdos $8.50 978-1-4271-3283-3
____  Ovejas $8.50 978-1-4271-3284-0

En mi comunidad
____  En el estanque $8.75 978-1-4271-3140-9
____  El departamento de bomberos local $8.75 978-1-4271-3141-6
____  Policía local $8.75 978-1-4271-3142-3
____  Mi casa en la ciudad $8.75 978-1-4271-3143-0
____  Mi hospital $8.75 978-1-4271-3144-7
____  Mis ayudantes comunitarios $8.75 978-1-4271-3145-4
____  Amabilidad en el parque $8.75 978-1-4271-3146-1
____  Cuando voy a la playa $8.75 978-1-4271-3147-8
____  Cuando voy al supermercado $8.75 978-1-4271-3148-5
____  Cuando voy al zoológico, ¿qué veo? $8.75 978-1-4271-3149-2

Las estaciones del año
____  Otoño $8.50 978-1-4271-3303-8
____  Primavera $8.50 978-1-4271-3304-5
____  Verano $8.50 978-1-4271-3305-2
____  Invierno $8.50 978-1-4271-3306-9

Leo y rimo
____  El capitán Valderrama: la batalla  
           de los piratas por irse a la cama $8.75 978-1-4271-3108-9
____  Mansiones encantadas: un cuento muy asustador $8.75 978-1-4271-3109-6
____  ¿Cómo encontrar un bicho en una rama? $8.75 978-1-4271-3110-2
____  Nunca conocí a un dragón que no me gustara $8.75 978-1-4271-3111-9

____  Nunca conocí a un monstruo que no me gustara $8.75 978-1-4271-3112-6
____  Nunca conocí a un extraterrestre que no fuera encantador $8.75 978-1-4271-3113-3
____  Nunca conocí a un robot que no fuera mi amigo $8.75 978-1-4271-3114-0
____  ¡Es Halloween! ¿Qué pasará? $8.75 978-1-4271-3115-7
____  Patán. El mejor perro del mundo $8.75 978-1-4271-3116-4
____  Una sopa aterradora. Un libro espeluznante  
           contando hacia atrás $8.75 978-1-4271-3117-1
____  ¡La noche de los sustos! Un cuento muy escalofriante $8.75 978-1-4271-3118-8

Mi color favorito
____  Azul $8.50 978-1-4271-3291-8
____  Verde  $8.50 978-1-4271-3292-5
____  Naranja $8.50 978-1-4271-3293-2
____  Morado $8.50 978-1-4271-3294-9
____  Rojo $8.50 978-1-4271-3295-6
____  Amarillo $8.50 978-1-4271-3296-3

Mis primeras palabras científicas
____  Palabras para la Tierra $8.75 978-1-4271-3238-3
____  Palabras para la materia $8.75 978-1-4271-3239-0
____  Palabras para las plantas $8.75 978-1-4271-3240-6
____  Palabras para el espacio $8.75 978-1-4271-3241-3
____  Palabras para el clima $8.75 978-1-4271-3242-0

Mis primeros libros de ciencia
____  La cadena alimenticia de un desierto $8.75 978-1-4271-3220-8
____  La cadena alimenticia de un bosque $8.75 978-1-4271-3221-5
____  Puedo modificar la materia $8.75 978-1-4271-3222-2
____  Escucho el sonido $8.75 978-1-4271-3223-9
____  Veo la luz $8.75 978-1-4271-3224-6
____  Hábitats terrestres $8.75 978-1-4271-3225-3
____  Aprendiendo con modelos $8.75 978-1-4271-3226-0
____  ¡La luz! Nos ayuda a ver $8.75 978-1-4271-3227-7
____  Mis instrumentos científicos $8.75 978-1-4271-3228-4
____  ¿Qué es un tiburón? $8.75 978-1-4271-3229-1
____  ¿Flotará? $8.75 978-1-4271-3230-7

Pequeñas Estrellas
____  El ballet de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3174-4
____  El béisbol de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3175-1
____  Los ciclistas de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3176-8
____  La acampada de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3177-5
____  La pesca de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3178-2
____  El golf de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3179-9
____  La gimnasia de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3180-5
____  El hockey de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3181-2
____  El patinaje sobre hielo de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3182-9
____  El paintball de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3183-6
____  El rodeo de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3184-3
____  El monopatinaje de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3185-0
____  El esquí de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3186-7
____  El surf de nieve de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3187-4
____  El fútbol de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3188-1
____  La natación de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3189-8
____  El taekwondo de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3190-4
____  El yoga de las pequeñas estrellas $8.75 978-1-4271-3191-1

Primeros conceptos
____  ¿Cuántos? Contando hasta el 5 $8.75 978-1-4271-3085-3
____  Izquierda y derecha $8.75 978-1-4271-3086-0
____  Formas del jardín de juegos $8.75 978-1-4271-3087-7
____  ¿Qué son los opuestos? $8.75 978-1-4271-3088-4
____  ¿Qué hay en mi estuche de arte? $8.75 978-1-4271-3089-1
____  ¿Qué forma tengo? $8.75 978-1-4271-3090-7
____  ¿Cuál es más grande $8.75 978-1-4271-3091-4
____  ¿Cuál es más largo? $8.75 978-1-4271-3092-1
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